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FOREWORD

This bulletin demonstrates the need for adopting water well
standards in Shasta County. It gives the results of a comprehensive

gro\ind water quality investigation conducted throughout Shasta County.

The investigation was conducted under the authority of Section 231 of

the Water Code and at the request of interested agencies operating in

the county.

This is one of a series of reports designed to formulate and
recommend water well construction and sealing standards for particular
localities of the state where regulation is deemed necessary for the

protection of ground water quality within the county for future bene-

ficial uses. In Shasta County where no such regulation exists, many
wells which have been improperly constructed or abandoned are contrib-
uting to the quality impairment of ground water. The report concludes
that water well construction and sealing standards should be adopted
and enforced. The standards presented in Bulletin No. 7^, "Water Well
Standards, State of California", are those recommended. Additional
standards based on geologic, hydrologic, and water quality conditions
and well construction practices found in Shasta County are also
recommended.

William R. Gianelli, Director
Department of Water Resources
The Resources Agency
State of California

June 28, 1968
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AUTHORIZATION

The Water Well Standards Program under which this report was

prepared is authorized by Section 231 of the Water Code, State of

California which reads:

"231. The department, either independently or in coop-

eration with any person or any county, state, federal or other

agency, shall investigate and survey conditions of damage to
quality of underground waters, which conditions are or may be

caused by improperly constructed, abandoned or defective wells

through the interconnection of strata or the introduction of

surface waters into underground waters. The department shall

report to the appropriate regional water quality control board
its recommendations for minimum standards of well construction
in any particular locality in which it deems regulation necess-

ary to protection of quality of underground water, and shall re-

port to the Legislature from time to time, its recommendations
for proper sealing of abandoned wells .

"

In 1967 the Legislature established a procedure for implemen-

ting standards developed under Section 23I by enacting Chapter 323>

Statutes of I967, which added Sections I38OO through I3806 to the Water

Code. In Section I38OO, the Department of Water Resources' reporting
responsibility is enlarged upon:

"13800. The department, after such studies and investi-

gations pursuant to Section 23I as it finds necessary, on

determining that water well construction, maintenance, aban-

donment, and destruction standards are needed in an area to

protect the quality of water used or which may be used for any
beneficial use, shall so report to the appropriate regional
water quality control board and to the State Department of

Public Health. The report shall contain such recommended stan-
dards for water well construction, maintenance, abandonment,

and destruction as, in the department's opinion, are necessary
to protect the quality of any affected water."
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ABSTRACT

Shasta County has several ground water basins which are an

important and valuable resource to the area. In Shasta County, many

wells which have been improperly constructed or abandoned are contrib-

uting to the quality impairment of ground water; water well construction

and sealing standards should be adopted and enforced. The requisite

standards, with suggested methods of implementing them, are included in

this report.
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CHAPTER I, INTRODUCTION

Ground water represents an important natural resource in parts

of Shasta County. The utilization of ground water by extraction from

storage through wells, and distribution through water supply systems,

constitutes an excellent and economical water source in many parts of

the county.

The Drotection and preservation of this valuable resource from

pollution is of paramount importance. The parameters governing ground

water movement are such that pollution of the ground water body is slow to

occur, but when detected, pollution is usually widespread and very slow

and difficult to rectify. Improperly constructed or abandoned wells can

cause the degradation, pollution, or contamination of the ground water

body. It is, therefore, very important that the construction and destruc-

tion of wells meet standards that will minimize impairment of the ground

water and maintain its quality at a level commensurate with public

requirements.

The present and historical quality of ground water in Shasta

County is good; however, there is evidence that localized impairment of

the ground water has occurred. The impairment is generally coincident

with ground water use resulting from population growth. The reliance in

suburban areas on individual water supply and waste disposal systems has

increased the likelihood that man-produced wastes percolating through the

soil have gained entry into improperly constructed, sealed, or abandoned

wells. Several documented cases have occurred.

In February 1957, the Public Health Officer and Board of Sup-

ervisors of Shasta County requested that a well standards study for the

county be initiated, as provided in Section 231 of the Water Code. Their

request for a study stated: "Bacteriological samples of the water from

a large majority of wells in the area shov? the presence of coliform organ-

isms*. Many wells continued to yield coliform organisms despite all

efforts to clear them up. This and other facts have given rise to a sus-

picion that some of the actual ground water strata are contaminated in

some manner or other.... Recent work done by the Health Department indi-

cates that some of the methods used locally in drilling wells allow the

introduction of surface waters into underground waters and the interchange

of waters between various underground water yielding strata."

Subsequent to correspondence and meetings with Shasta County

authorities, the Department of Water Resources initiated a program to

study the ground water quality conditions in Shasta County. The program

included studies of geolo.gy, hydrology, water quality, water well drill-

ing practices, sev/age disposal methods, and their effect upon the ground

water. The results of these studies are presented in this report. Recom-

mendations are also presented which, if followed, will provide protection

and prevent the further deterioration of the quality of ground water in

Shasta County.

* See Appendix B for definition.



Purpose and Scope of Investigation

The purpose of this investigation was to obtain, assemble, and

correlate information necessary for the formulation and recommendation
of water well construction and sealing standards to protect the ground
water quality in Shasta County.

Information related to ground water and well construction in

Shasta County, collected by the Department of Water Resources and other
agencies, was reviewed and used to determine the amovmt of supplemental
field work required. From the data assembled, the significance of the
geology, hydrology, quality of water to the ground water body were deter-
mined. Water well drillers, water pump installers, and equipment sup-

pliers throughout the county were interviewed to determine the type of
well construction, sealing, and abandonment practices used in Shasta
County,

Detailed geologic studies were conducted in the Redding Basin.
The hydrogeological characteristics of the units comprising the basin
were determined, and the basin was subdivided into several units based
on geographic, geologic, and hydrologic parameters. Supplemental mapping
was done in the Burney Creek Basin and Fall River Valley to augment pub-
lished geologic information. Plate 1 shows the favorable areas for ground
water occurrence. Hydrologic and geologic information on small alluvial
filled valleys was not evaluated in detail. Much of the data for this

investigation was obtained from Department of Water Resources Bulletin
No. 22, "Shasta County Investigation". The Department of Water Resources
ground water data program and all geologic and hydrologic material avail-
able were relied upon when pertinent to a specific problem. A list of

references is presented in Appendix A.

During the course of this investigation a well construction
survey was made. Coliform bacterial analyses of water from 88 wells were
examined. A total of ^^+0 ground water analyses from 201 wells, for both
complete and partial mineral content, were examined to provide water
quality information.

A compilation of the supporting data are presented in the
Appendixes following the text.

Area of Investigation

Location

Shasta County is located in the north central portion of the
state, at the northern extremity of the Sacramento Valley (Plate l). The
area of the county is about 3,8^17 square miles.

To aid in the analysis of ground water problems, the county
has been divided into seven units, based on hydrologic, geologic, and
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physiographic parameters. This division was modifed when necessary to
conform with the established hydrographic units. The names of the units
have been cross-indexed with those used in the "Northeastern Counties
Investigation", Bulletin No. 58; the "Shasta County Investigation",
Bulletin No. 22; and "Water Utilization and Requirements of California",
Bulletin No. 2. They are discussed in detail in later sections of this
report.

Physiography

Parts of five of the eleven geomorphic provinces in California
are found in Shasta County. The North Coastal Range province extends into
the southwest corner of Shasta County as far as Clear Creek. The north-
western quarter and southwestern border of the county are in the Klamath
Mountains province. Two of Shasta County's most important streams, the
McCloud River and Squaw Creek, originate here. The Cascade province
occupies most of the eastern half of Shasta County. Lassen Peak, which
marks the southern terminous of the Cascade province, is located in the
southeast corner of the county. The axis of the province extends north-
west through Mount Shasta. The Pit River, which originates on the Modoc
Plateau further east, has cut a steep canyon through the volcanic mat-
erials comprising the Cascade province. The northeast corner of the
county is in the Modoc Plateau province. Fall River Valley, a portion
of this area, is an ancient lakebed with an elevation of 3,500 feet. And
finally, most of the southern half of Shasta County is included in the
Great Valley province.

hydrographic Units

The two principal areas of ground water importance are the
Redding Basin and Fall River Valley. Of lesser importance are the
Sacramento River Valley and its tributaries above Shasta Lake. In
order to facilitate the discussion and to maintain continuity with pre-
vious reports in the area, the Redding Basin has been subdivided. These
units are essentially similar to the hydrographic units used in Bulletin
No. 22. Table 1 shows the correlation between the hydrographic units in
Bulletin No. 22 and this report. Plate 1 outlines the Redding Basin and
Fall River Valley. Plate 2 shows the subdivisions within the Redding
Basin.

Climate

Shasta County has a variable climate dependent on its diverse
physiography. Summers are warm and dry, winters are cool and moist. At
Redding the annual precipitation averages about 37 inches, most of it
falling during the rainy season, from November through April. In the
mountains to the north and west the precipitation exceeds 80 inches. In
the area around Fall River Mills, northeast of Redding, the precipitation
averages 20 inches per year. Above elevation 3,500 feet snowfall can be
expected in the winter months.
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TABLE 1

CROSS-REFERENCE OF HYDROGRAPHIC UNITS

Bulletin 22

Cottonwood Creek

Olinda

Stillwater Plains

Cow Creek

Anderson

McArthur

Cottonwood Creek

Bulletin 7^-8

Happy Valley-

Happy Valley

Stillwater Plains

Cow Creek

Sacramento River

Fall River Valley

Cottonwood Creek

Culture

Shasta County had a population of 77,500 in I966. Approxi-
mately 50,000 people are concentrated in the Redding Basin. The Burney-
Fall River Mills area in the northeastern corner of the county has a

population of approximately 7,000.

Agriculture and stock raising, lumber and forest products,

recreation, and mining are the principal pursuits in the county. Redding,

the county seat of Shasta County, is the trade and medical center of the

northern Sacramento Valley.

Livestock is the most important component of the agricultural
industry. Irrigated pasture, hay, and summer range, combined with live-

stock and livestock products, account for approximately 75??i of the agri-
cultural income in the county. Field, specialty crops, and orchards
account for the balance.

Recently the acreage in potatoes has increased in the Fall
River Valley. There have also been experiments with sugar beets, onions,

and beans. One of the primary factors in the agricultural development of

this valley would be the availability and quality of ground water.

In recent years the l\imber industry has grown considerably.
Remanufacturing, plywood, and paper pulp products have increased consid-
erably and in 196^+ the cash value was in excess of 35 million dollars

.

Because of the wide range of geologic, topographic, and cli-
matic conditions found within the county, a number of industries have
grown which cater to recreational outlets. Special emphasis has been
placed on water-oriented sports because of the numerous streams and water
developments that have taken place on them.



CHAPTER II. GEOLOGY AND GROUND WATER HYDROLOGY

Shasta County is predominantly a mountainous area with only a

few areas of low relief. Throughout the County there exists a wide
variation in topography, climate, vegetation, soils, and rock types.
However, within each of five areas or provinces, as defined below, cer-
tain similarities in rock tjrpes, ground water occurrence, and land forms
are recognized. These provinces are: the Klamath Mountains, North
Coastal Range, Great Valley or Central Valley, Cascade, and Modoc Plateau.
These areas are delineated on Plate I and the geology of the significant
ground water producing areas is shown on Plates 3 and k.

In Shasta County, large amounts of ground water are found only
in areas where the rocks are porous and capable of transmitting water in

significant quantities. These rocks occur mainly in the Redding ground
water basin and the Modoc Plateau. The remainder of the County is a

mountainous area underlain mostly by nonwater-bearing rocks. These rocks
may contain small quantities of ground water in local areas, but generally
yields to wells are undependable and small.

The Klamath Mountains, occupying the entire northwest portion
of the County, is an area of deep canyons and rugged ridges and peaks.
Elevations range from about 500 feet near Redding to over 6,000 feet
along the Trinity-Shasta Coiinty line. The rock types are ancient sedi-
mendary, igneous, and metamorphic rocks which contain practically no
ground water. Locally, small quantities of ground water occurring in
fractures and joints may be yielded to shallow wells.

The North Coastal Range province occupies the area south of
the Klamath Mountains, approximately between Ono and Platina. The topog-
raphy is characterized by low, rounded, brush- covered hills and north-
trending ridges. Rock types include predominantly sandstone and shale of
marine origin. Ground water supplies are practically nonexistent because
of the impermeable nature of the rocks, and any small supplies that might
be available often have a high salt content.

The Cascade province lies immediately east of both the Klamath
Mountains and the Central Valley provinces and extends from north to south
through the eastern half of the county. The province is composed of a
chain of volcanic cones dominated in Shasta County by Mt. Lassen. Eleva-
tions along the crest range from ^,000 feet to over 10,000 feet. From
the crest area, located west of Hat Creek, the volcanic rocks extend
westward as far as the Sacramento River and eastward to the Lassen County
line (Plate k) . Occurrence of significant quantities of ground water in
the Cascades is restricted to local areas in the southern portion. The
western portion of the province south of the Pit River is dissected by
west-trending canyons in which the streams of the Cow Creek drainage
system flow. Some of these streams have eroded through the lava cover
to expose older sedimentary and metamorphic rocks.
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The Modoc Plateau province is situated in the northeast portion
of the County. It is bounded on the west and south by the Cascade pro-
vince. The Modoc Plateau province is made up of thick basaltic lava flows

with some interbedded lake sediments (Plate ^i ) . Structurally, the area

is characterized by north-trending tilted fault blocks; the topographi-
cally low areas may contain lake sediments. Fall River Valley, Hat Creek,

and Burney basin occupy lov7 areas of tilted fault blocks. The majority
of basaltic lavas contain joint and fracture systems, are generally highly
permeable and store great quantities of ground water. The Fall River
Valley ground water basin is an ancient lake bed surrounded and underlain
by highly permeable volcanic rocks. Wells in this basin produce from
both the lake sediments and the volcanic rocks.

The Great Valley province is an area of low relief in the south
central portion of the county. It is essentially an interior plain,

dissected by the stream valleys of the Sacramento River, Cow Creek, and
its tributaries, Clear, Churn, Stillwater, and Cottonwood Creeks. Rock
types in this province are all sedimentary, capable of storing and trans-
mitting large quantities of ground water. The greatest concentration of
wells and the greatest use of ground water for irrigation and domestic
purposes are in this province.

Redding Ground Water Basin

The Redding ground water basin occupies the northernmost portion
of the Central Valley in Shasta and Tehama Counties. It is within an area
bounded on the north by the lowermost slopes of the Klamath Mountains, on
the east by the foothills of the Cascade Range, and on the west by the
foothills of both the Klamath Mountains and the Northern Coast Range.
The southern boundary is formed by the Red Bluff Arch, a structural up-
lift located in northern Tehama County that trends east-northeast across
the Central Valley.

The basin is composed of Quaternary and late Tertiary age water-
bearing sediments which are underlain by nonwater-bearing or saline water-
bearing rocks of Cretaceous age. The fresh-water-bearing sediments are

contained in a north-south trough formed by a southward plunging synclinal
structure in the Cretaceous rocks. The Cretaceous rocks, at a great depth
beneath the surface near the center of the basin, rise to or near the sur-
face around the west, north, and east margins. Pre-Cretaceous nonwater-
bearing rocks, which are exposed in the Klamath Mountains, extend beneath
the Cretaceous rocks. Pliocene volcanic rocks, some of which are water-
bearing, overlie Cretaceous age rocks and older Pliocene formations on
the east side (Plate 3).

The base of the fresh-water-bearing sediments is defined by the
top of the Chico formation, a group of rocks of marine origin consisting
chiefly of consolidated sandstone and shale. This formation is the upper-
most member of the Cretaceous deposits. The thickness of the water-bearing
sediments in the Redding basin varies from a feather edge near the west,
north, and east margins, to at least 2,000 feet along Highway 99^ six miles
south of Anderson.
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Geologic Formations and Water-Bearing Characteristics

Five water-bearing geologic formations are recognized in the

basin. They are: alluvium, of Regent age; Red Bluff formation, of

Pleistocene age; Tehama and Tuscan formations, both of upper Pliocene

to lower Pleistocene age; and Nomlaki tuff, of upper Pliocene age.

Geology of the basin is shown on Plate 3-

The Tuscan and Tehama formations together comprise the principal
source of ground water in the Redding ground water basin. Alluvium and
the Red Bluff formation are locally important sources of ground water.

Alluvium occurs along the streams which enter or pass through
the basin. The Red Bluff formation is distributed throughout most of the

area at the surface, and it directly overlies the eroded surface of the

older Tehama and Tuscan formations beneath. The Tehama and Tuscan forma-

tions are distributed throughout the basin, and extend eastward beneath
the Cascade volcanics, but are exposed only where the Red Bluff formation
has been eroded away. The Tuscan and Tehama formations were deposited
during approximately the same period of time, the Tehama on the west and
north sides of the basin and the Tuscan on the east side. Approximately
along the north-south axis of the basin, these formations interfinger and
overlap. The Nomlaki tuff is a basal member of both the Tehama and Tuscan
formations. The tuff directly overlies the Chico formation, or may be
separated from it by thin beds of Pliocene sediments.

Alluvium. Alluvium occurs principally in Anderson Valley,
Cottonwood Creek and overlies Tuscan and Tehama sediments and possibly
Red Bluff gravels in some places. Generally, the alluvium is so thin
that it is of little significance in regard to movement or storage of
ground water. In the Churn Creek Bottoms area of Anderson Valley the
greatest thickness, about 50 feet, is attained. West of the Sacramento
River, in Anderson Valley, alluviimi is thinner and continues to thin
westwardly. Terraces of older alluvium are exposed along the west side
of Anderson Valley and the north side of Cottonwood Creek toward Happy
Valley. A high ground water table is maintained in Anderson Valley due
to seepage of irrigation water and percolation from septic tanks and in-

dustrial ponds. Many shallow drilled and dug wells extract ground water
from alluvium for domestic uses. The relatively few but deep high-yield-
ing wells in Anderson Valley extract ground water from the Tehama and
Tuscan formations beneath the alluvium.

Recharge of ground water in the alluvium of Anderson Valley
is accomplished through percolation of water applied for irrigation,
infiltration of precipitation, and influent stream flow. Hydrographs
obtained by continuous water level recorders in Anderson Valley show
rapid response to application of irrigation water in the summer and to
precipitation in the winter.

Most alluvial deposits in the Redding basin are highly permeable
and have a high water table. Ground water contained in the alluvium is



more easily impaired. Care should be taken in locating water wells where
these conditions prevail. They should not be located close to and down
gradient from possible sources of impairment.

Red Bluff Formation . The Red Bluff formation blankets most of
the basin as flat-lying beds, and overlies the Tuscan and Tehama forma-
tions in thicknesses up to 100 feet. It is chiefly composed of coarse
gravel, with an iron oxide stained matrix of sand, silt, and clay. Per-
meability of the formation is generally low, although in places where
clean gravels are present, a higher degree of permeability exists. It

appears that those zones of higher permeability are localized channels
which may have some continuity in a horizontal direction but little
continuity in a vertical direction.

The Red Bluff formation is of little importance as a source of
ground water. Many shallow domestic wells obtain water from perched water
bodies which are commonly present, particularly in Stillwater Plains and
Happy Valley. The bulk of the formation generally lies above the zone of
saturation and high yielding wells must be drilled through the Red Bluff
formation to the underlying Tehama or Tuscan formations.

Ground water obtained from perched water bodies in the upper
portion of the Red Blui'f formation may be easily impaired because of its
generally shallow depth. Care should be taken in placement of domestic
wells. They should not be located close to and down gradient from sources
of impairment.

Tehama and Tuscan Formations . The Tehama Formation consists of
compact mixtures of clay, silt, and gravel. Although the materials are

poorly sorted, stratified beds are present in which finer-grained sediments
such as clay predominate in some beds and coarse sediments such as gravel
predominate in other beds. The finer-grained sediments are generally in

massive beds with lenses and tongues of gravels occurring in them. The

beds generally are in a horizontal or a nearly horizontal attitude.

The Tuscan volcanic sediments on the east side consist chiefly of

relatively greater amounts of gravel, especially in the southeast por-
tion and proportionately lesser amounts of fine-grained materials as com-

pared with the Tehama sediments. From the area of Coleman Power House on
Battle Creek, massive beds of extremely coarse volcanic gravel grade west-
erly and northwesterly into progressively thinner beds of smaller gravel
and thence into finer gradations which interfinger with the Tehama forma-
tion in the central portion of the basin. Like the Tehama formation, the

Tuscan formation is essentially flat-lying over most of the basin.

Permeability of the Pliocene sediments (Tehama and Tuscan fomia-
tions) throughout the Redding basin is highly variable. In general, per-
meabilities of the sediments are higher in the southern portion of the basin
than in the northern portion. The highest permeability probably occurs in the

southeast portion of the basin where Tuscan volcanic gravels occur in large

amounts

.

Ground water in the Tehama and Tuscan formations occurs under
both free and confined conditions. In the eastern area of the basin,
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particularly in Cow Creek Bottoms, Stillwater Plains, and the southern

portion of the Anderson Valley, ground water is considered to be p;enerally

free but locally confined. More complete confinement probably occurs in

the deeper zones. Deep v:ell current meter measurement data obtained by

the U. S . Bureau of Reclamation on their ground v/ater test hole 31N/^W-25Q1

indicate that ground water is confined below a depth of ii'+O feet. A rel-

atively impervious layer of Tuscan volcanic agglomerate (tuff breccia)
overlies the confined zone between the depths of 3^7 and ^^0 feet.

The Tuscan and Tehama formations are believed to be recharged
principally by percolation of stream flow into the slightly upturned edges

of the more permeable stratified beds near the margin of the basin. From

such areas of recharge, ground water flows by gravity to the confined

aquifers at a greater depth. Infiltration of precipitation is an impor-

tant source of replenishment to the shallow water-bearing zones. There

are no knovm confining beds in the Tuscan or Tehama formations which have

sufficient continuity throughout the basin to completely prohibit the down-

ward percolation of rainfall. Hov;ever, a confining bed of volcanic agglom-

erate was encountered in the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation test hole 31N/^W-25Q1
which may be extensive, and other beds restricting infiltration of precipita-
tion undoubtedly occur in other areas. The Red Bluff formation blankets
much of the basin, and because of its thickness and low permeability, there

is probably a slow rate of downward percolation through it to the underlying
formations.

Depth to ground water throughout the Redding Basin is highly
variable due to the irregular ground surface elevations. In the Stillwater
Plains area, for example, average depths between 1955 and 1958 ranged from

52 feet to 6k feet. The area of greatest depth to ground water is in Happy
Valley where depths average l^iO feet below ground surface. In the valley
areas, including Cottonwood Creek, Cow Creek, Churn Creek Bottoms, and

Anderson Valley, depths to water for the same period average 25 to 35 feet,

20 to 26 feet, 10 to 17 feet, and 13 to 17 feet respectively.

Direction of movement is generally from the basin margins to-

ward the Sacramento River and then south and southeast toward the lowest

point in the basin at Jelly Bend.

The quality of ground water in the Redding Basin is generally
excellent. However, around the basin margins ground water from some wells

is poor in quality and sodium chloride in character. Concentrations range

from a small but discernible amount to as much as 22,000 ppra total dissolved
solids. The source of the high concentration of sodium chloride responsible
for the degradation of ground waters is the underlying Chico formation.
This formation contains saline connate water; that is, water that was de-
posited with the sediments while under a marine environment. Saline waters
of high concentration are mixed v;ith ground waters of meteoric origin in

the basal portion of the water-bearing sediments (Tehama and Tuscan for-

mations). This condition may be prevalent throughout the Redding Basin.

However, the data available pertain mostly to the northern portion of the

basin where depth to the Chico formation is shallow (see Plate k). Most



of the data indicate a progressive deterioration of water quality with

depth. Great care should be exercised by drillers when drilling in known

areas of salt water. Sampling and testing of water should be done where

possible. When it has been discovered in a completed well that saline

water is present, the portion of the water-bearing zone contributing the

water (usually the lower portion) should be sealed off. In extreme cases

where flowing salt water wells are drilled, the entire well must be sealed.

Modoc Plateau

The Modoc Plateau area occupies the northeastern part of Shasta

County. The region consists of a series of north-and-northwest-trending,

tilted fault blocks. Intervening basin areas may be partly filled with

Recent lava flows or often lake sediments or alluvium. The greater por-

tion of Modoc Plateau is underlain by vast accumulations of permeable

basaltic lava. Surface drainage is uncommon because of the high rate of

stream percolation. Several streams disappear completely from the surface

and reappear at some downstream area as a large spring.

The principal areas of ground water development are in the

Burney area and Fall River Valley. Other wells are scattered throughout

the region. Fall River Valley is the only area where ground water is

obtained in significant quantities from lake sediments. Elsewhere ground

water can be obtained usually in large quantities from permeable volcanic
rocks. Most volcanic rocks in the Modoc Plateau contain numerous open

joints, lava tubes, and void spaces between lava flows. Ground water moves

through these rocks by means of interconnection of these crevices and

cavities.

Discussion of ground water in the Modoc Plateau will be limited
to areas of greatest use since these are the areas where well data and

knov7ledge of occurrence and movement of ground water are available. These

areas are the Bxirney area and Fall River Valley. Generalized geology of

the Modoc Plateau is shown on Plate 3-

Burney Area

The Burney ground water area is situated at the west margin of

the Modoc Plateau. Groiind water is extracted from underlying basalt lava

flov/s for domestic, municipal, industrial, and agricultural purposes.

Volcanic rocks immediately underlie the surface throughout most of the

area. However, along Burney Creek, there are several areas of alluvial

fill known as Haynes Flat, Burney Valley, and Long Valley. The alluvial
deposits in these areas are thin and are situated above the main water body.

Measurements of depths to ground water in various wells and cor-

responding elevations show that movement of ground water is to the north,

or toward Burney Falls. Depths to water range from 90 "to 200 feet near

the town of Burney and at shallower depths toward the north.
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Throughout the Burney area ground water occurs principally in

porous and highly permeable basalt. Well yields and corresponding draw-

downs indicate a high degree of permeability for the volcanic rocks.

Yields of as much as 2,000 gallons per minute (gpm) with little draw-

down are common in this area.

Ground water is replenished by the direct percolation of rain-

fall, stream infiltration, and subs\irface inflow from adjacent areas.

Ground water moves northward on a low hydraulic gradient and a portion

is discharged to Burney Creek and to the Pit River.

The ground water body in the Burney area is unconfined and

direct. Access from the surface exists for downward movement to the

water table. No impervious barriers are known which would prevent or

retard this movement. Consequently, there is a minira\™ of protection

from surface sources of contamination or pollution. Furthermore, the

void spaces are so large that little or no filtration of percolating

waters takes place. Therefore, ground water in volcanics is generally

more susceptible to pollution than ground water occurring in a stratified

alluvial deposit.

Fall River Valley

Fall River Valley is located in northeastern Shasta County and

partly in Lassen County. The valley is about 7 miles wide, north to

south, and about l6 miles long, east to west. The valley floor, situated

at an elevation of about 3, 300 feet, is relatively flat except along the

southern margin where the Pit River and its tributaries have eroded through

the lake sediments to a level of about 100 feet below the general level of

the valley.

Fall River Valley owes its origin to disruption of drainages

either by volcanism or faulting or to a combination of such processes to

form a large lake which existed in Pleistocene time. The ancestral lake

may have extended north and south for some distance, but recent lavas

have since filled in the trough north and south of the present valley.

Overflov/ of the lake and subsequent down- cutting eventually resulted in

drainage of the lake, leaving as evidence of its past presence, fine-

grained lake deposits which nov/ form the valley floor.

The lake sediments v;ere deposited in a northwest-trending trough

in the volcanic rocks probably during Pleistocene time. Permeable lava

flows border the valley on the north and south and may overlie lake sedi-

ments. On the east and west borders, the volcanic rocks are older and

probably less permeable. Lake sediments attain a maximum thickness of

about 700 feet in the northern and central portions of the valley. Else-
v.'here the lake sediments are on the order of several hundred feet thick
and less.

The lake sediments are in general only slightly to moderately
permeable and therefore yield only small amounts of water to wells.
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Occassionally, sand and gravel beds are penetrated by wells, and larger

yields are obtained. The lake sediments for the most part are comprised
of clay, silt, and fine sand.

Permeable volcanic rocks underlie the lake sediments and, where

wells are deep enough to reach these rocks, large yields are attainable.

In the eastern and western portions of the valley, these more productive
aquifers are reached at depths of about 200 feet, but in the central por-

tion only the deepest wells, generally over 500 feet, reach these rocks.

Both confined and unconfined groiind water conditions exist in

the valley. Most of the shallow wells used for domestic and stockwater-

ing purposes and some irrigation wells tap unconfined ground v/ater in the

lake sediments. Volcanic rocks beneath the lake sediments contain con-

fined ground water. Where wells penetrate these rocks, water flows to

the s\irface under artesian pressure. Most of the wells in Fall River are

nonflowing and extract water only from the unconfined bodies in the lake

sediments. There are over 25 known flowing wells in the valley. Most of

these are located in the eastern portion of the valley where depths to

artesian aquifers are not great.

Depths to ground water are shallow, particularly in the north-

ern portion of the basin. Depths in the spring, when the highest levels

occur, are commonly 5 to 10 feet. Near the Pit River and south of the

Pit River, ground water levels are 20 to 50 feet.

The general direction of movement is toward the Pit River.

Thus, most of the ground water north of the Pit River moves in a south-

erly direction and on the east and west sides, movement is toward the

center of the valley and thence southward. South of the Pit River ground
water moves westerly. Sufficient information on elevations on the pressure
surface is not available to determine direction of movement in the confined
zone.

Ground water occurring in the lake sediments of Fall River Valley
is easily impaired because of its generally shallow depth. However, ground
water in the deeper zones of the lake sediments and in the underlying vol-

canic rocks appears to be well protected from contamination and pollution
except through defective wells.

Mountainous Areas

The mountainous areas of Shasta County include portions of the

Klamath Mountains, North Coastal Range, and Cascade Geomorphic provinces.
Rock occurring in these areas is considered to be largely nonwater-bearing.
A wide variety of igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks are found in

all these provinces (see Plate 1).

The Klamath mountains consist of various types of schists, sand-

stone, shale, limestone, and volcanic rocks, intruded by granitic rocks
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and serpentine. The bedded sedimentary rocks and volcanic flow rocks are

deeply weathered, usually forming a clayey residual soil mantle. All
these rocks are considered to be essentially impermeable. However, ground
water can be transmitted in small quantities through open joints and frac-

tures, but these openings are confined to a shallow zone near the surface.

Development of ground water is largely confined to valley areas near
streams where small amounts of alluvium occirr. Where wells penetrate
only the fractured bedrock, yields are usually low and wells often go dry
in late summer months. Because ground water occurs only at shallov; depths

in fractures which are open to the surface, contaminating or polluting
waters have easy access to the well.

In the North Coastal Range rock types include stratified beds

of sandstone, shale, and conglomerate. The stratified beds dip eastward
toward the Sacramento Valley at low to moderate angles and extend beneath
the water-bearing sediments of the Redding ground water basin. These rocks

are not nearly as fractured or deformed as those in the Klamath mountains.
Openings in which fresh ground water can occur and move are extremely
sparse. Connate, saline water is present, however. Since these rocks

were originally deposited in a marine environment, they still contain
much of the original salt water. Wells drilled in these rocks rarely
yield even minor amounts of fresh water. Saline waters can be foiind and
occasionally flowing salt water wells are drilled. Salt-water-bearing
formations beneath a fresh body can constitute a source of quality
impairment to the fresh water body.

The Cascade province is a mountainous area built up by the erup-

tion of lava and fragmental volcanic material from numerous vents. Most
of the crest area of the Cascade Range is made up of coalescing peaks com-

posed of andesite and dacite lava flows along with fragmental material such
as cinders and ash. In the lower areas, particularly the westward sloping
area between the crest of the Cascades and the Sacramento River, several
large areas of younger basalt flows occur. These basalt flows were more
fluid and spread out over greater areas in contrast to the andesite and
dacite lavas which are more localized in occurrence.

In regard to the v/ater-bearing properties, all these rocks are

more permeable than the Klamath Mountains or North Coastal Range rocks as

evidenced by the large number of springs occurring in the region. In some
areas of the Cascades, evidence of surface runoff is absent, indicating
that considerable infiltration of water into the rocks must occur. Void
spaces through which ground water moves occur as shrinkage cracks or joints,

as open fractures produced by earth movements or mechanical forces, and as

cavities betv;een lava flows. Lava tubes, the largest type of opening that
can occur in volcanic rocks, are probably not as common in the Cascade
province as they are in the Modoc Plateau volcanics.

Althou^';h low yielding wells may be obtained throughout most of
the Cascade province, the most productive wells are found in the southern
portion near Shingletown. The basaltic rocks shown on Plates 3 and ^ are
in particular the most productive.
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Most of the v/ells in the Whitmore-Shinr^letown area have yields

of less than 100 p;pm. Local conditions may exist where large quantities

may be found, but such wells are uncommon. Depths to water in all areas

of the Cascade Range are usually deep, ranging from 100 to I50 feet.

Ground water from wells in volcanic rocks are subject to contam-

ination due to the ready access of surface waters to the ground water body

through open joints and fractures.

A summary of the geologic formations and their water-bearing

characteristics is shown on Table 2.
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?ABLE 2

GE0L03IC UIJITS OF SKASTA COUJTY

Gaologlo Unit
and Syabol Us 3d

on Ceologle Map

Approxlna'te

thickness
(feat) Physieal Charaotarlstlos Water-Saarlng CharaoterlstloJ

Alluvium

(Oal)

Rteant Basalt
(art)

Tsrracas

(ftt)

- 50fc Unconsolidated gravel, stnd, silt

and minor amounts of olay along the

aetive stream channels. Grades

Into finer grained floodplairi aedl-

^nent? awuy from the stream channels.

Thickest deporlts occur in Anderson

Valley.

ModerHtely penreible. Good well

yields may be obtained locally,

partloultrly near stream channels.

Usually will provide adequate

cuftntltles of ground water for

domestic, stottkvatering, or llmltad

irrigation purposes.

30 - 500^^ Hljjily jointed flows of vesicular Permeability is high to veiy high.

and blooky basalt. ?lowc contain If adequately reaharged will provide

lava tubes and zones of scoria copious quantities of ground water

(porous rook). to springs, streams, IcJcss, and wells.

- 5(> Unconsolidated olay, silt, sauid. Usually permeable; ordinarily will

and gravel adjacent to and slight- yield moderate quantities of ground

ly above stream courses. water tc wells. May contain some perched

water.

Red Bluff
Poraation

(app)

I^e sediment.'?

(Ops)

- 10(>_ Ill-sorted gravel in a reddish- Poorly to moderately permeable. Outcrop

brown sa^idy clay matrix. areas are frequently above the zone

of saturation, but may contain small

bodies of perched water. Mty yield f«d.rly

small to moderate quantities of ground

water to wells.

700^ Partly consolidated sand, silt. Subtly to moderately permeable, Sanc|>

clay, voloanic ash, suid diatomite. zones yield smai.1 to nioderite quaiiti tie'-.

?requ9ntly cross-bedded. Largest of ground water to wells,

occurrence is in Pall River Valley.
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TABLE 2 (ContlnuH)

GEOU)GIC UNITS OF SHASTA COUNTY

>^>eulogic Unit Approximate

and Sy.-nbol Used thickness
on fteologlo M&p (feet) Physical Uharaeterlstlca "later-Bearing CharactTistios

Pleistocene 50 - 750^. Slightly weithered flows of Jointed, ModeraLe to high permeability. Msy
basalt
(Qpb) vesicular basalt. yield large quantities of ground

water where adequately recharged.

Most of formation is mcderately

permeable; more gravelly zones have

hl^er pvnneabillty. Yields moderate

to Mgh quantities of ground water to

wells. Some permeable zones near the

base of the formation have become

degraded with connate water derived fron

underlying marine sediments.

Tehaflia Formation -2,500* Massive poorly sorted, fluvlatile

(Tte)

olay and silt enclosing lenses nt

cross-bedded sand and gravel. In

certain areas, cobble to pebble

gravel enclosing lenses of sandy

silt predominates. Sediments are

locally cemented.

Tuscan Formation -1,000*' Numerous flows of nasslve tuff-
(Ttu, Ttus)

breccia separated by thin beds of

sand and gravel (Ttu). Beds of

volcanic sand and gravel with a

few thin beds of tuff and tuff-

breoola (Ttus),

Massive tuff breccia is nearly Impermeabl

however, interflow aedlments may yield scj

ground water where located within tne zon

of saturation. The voloanio sediments

contain some highly pervious zones. Thes

yield large quantities of confined and

unconfined ground water to wells where

located within the zone of satur'^tion.

Cr«taoeous oarine 0-6,000* Marine sedimentary rocks con-
sediments

(K) nisting mostly of shale, sand-

stone, and oonglcmerate.

Essentially impenaeable; a few relatively

permeable beds contain conn&te marine

water. In some areas connate water under

artesian pressure.
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CHAPTER III. WATER SUPPLY

The development and use of ground water has occurred princi-

pally in two areas in Shasta County, the Redding Basin and Fall River

Valley. Surface water development has taken place along the Sacramento

and Pit River drainages. In the sparsely populated areas outside the

Redding Basin and Fall River Valley, there are minor withdrawals of ground

water from suitable host rocks such as the volcanics and alluvium. Sur-

face water withdrawals occur along creeks. All si;iimner flows in the Sacra-

mento River Basin within Shasta County have already been appropriated;

there are no surplus flows

.

Ground VJater

The two principal areas of ground water occurrence as previously
mentioned are the Redding Basin and Fall River Valley. The Redding Basin
is the largest of the two in the county. There are several water-bearing
formations in the Redding Basin. The Tehama and Tuscan formations are the

two most important. Permeable zones within the formation yield moderate
to high quantities of both confined and unconfined ground water. The Red
Bluff formation is moderately permeable and below the zone of saturation
may yield moderate quantities to wells. Above the zone of sat\iration perched
V7ater may occur. The alluvium in the basin is moderately to highly perroeable

and areas adjacent to stream channels will usually yield adequate quantities
for domestic purposes. The basin is underlain by Credaceous Marine sediments
and permeable zones contain saline connate waters; they have encroached upon
fresh water in the Tuscan and Tehama formations.

Fall River Valley is about 7 miles wide and l6 miles long and lies

at an elevation of about 3> 300 feet. It is bounded on the east by the Big
Valley Moimtains and on the west by a ridge. The northern and southern
boundaries are poorly defined because of extensive lava flows of low relief.

Fall River, the major stream draining the area, flows southerly to its con-

fluence with the Pit River. Near Fall River Mills the Pit River enters the

Valley from the southeast and flows southwesterly across the southern half
of the valley. The valley is a structural depression in the Modoc Plateau,
and is filled with lacustrine deposits. The lake sediments are of Pleisto-
cene age and range from partly consolidated sand and clays with interbedded
volcanic ash. The lake sediments are moderately to slightly permeable.
Near shore, deposits containing a higher percentage of coarser detrital
material will yield moderate to large quantities to wells. The lake sedi-
ments range up to 700 feet thick in the northern part of the valley and are
interbedded with volcanic flows and pyroclastic rocks which may yield large
quantities of water to wells.

Ground water occurs throughout the volcanic flows forming the
Modoc Plateau; however, because of the nature of ground water movement in
fractured and porous rocks, a thorough knowledge of the geology of the area
is of great importance in predicting its occiirrence.
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Recharge

Each year during the rainy season, the ground water basins in

Shasta County are recharged. Recharge is by infiltration of surface run-

off. In the Cascade and Modoc Plateau provinces the permeable nature of
the volcanics comprising this region permits direct infiltrating with a

minimum of surface runoff. The western slopes of the Cascades and the

uplands east and northeast of Redding serve as an important recharge area

for the Redding Basin. The eastward dipping Tuscan formation which out-

crops in this area is traversed by Cow Creek and Stillwater Creek which
are influent most of the length and provide a source of water for recharge
after the seasonal rains have ceased.

Ground Water Storage

There is an estimated 8 million acre-feet of ground water stor-

age capacity from 20 to 200 feet for the Redding Basin, There are no de-

tailed studies for the rest of the county from which a reliable estimate
of the ground water in storage or safe yield in the county or the individ-

ual basins may be made. Safe yield is defined as the quantity that may be

extracted from a basin without continuously depleting the amount in stor-

age or damaging the basin. In the reach of the Sacramento River traversing
the Redding Basin, the flow is augmented by an estimated 130,000 acre-feet

of seepage from ground water. This indicates that the recharge exceeds

withdrawals and that the safe yield is an additional 130,000 acre-feet over

the present extractions.

Ground Water Basin Levels

Ground water levels vary considerably throughout the county and

may vary considerably within a basin because of geological conditions.

The U. S. Geological Survey and the Department of Water Resources
conduct a regular monitoring program of water level measurements in the

Redding ground water basin and Fall River Valley. Records indicate that
there has been no significant change in recent years and that any change
in the level is due to seasonal variations. Between October and April the

levels rise and from April to October the levels drop because of pumping
in the basin. The long-term period shows no significant trend.

Use of Ground Water

The most frequent use of ground water is for domestic purposes.
Numerous individual domestic installations scattered throughout the County
and their concentration in the Redding Basin attest to the importance of

this resource. Most of the ground water developed is used for irrigation
and stock watering and industrial purposes. There are no accurate records
available for the amount of ground water pumped in the county from the

individual basins. The yield for wells in the county may vary from 20 to
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over ^4,000 gallons per minute. For domestic wells a yield of ^0 ^ipm is

typical, and for irripjation wells 1,000 f^m is fairly t.ypical. The evi-
dence indicates that there is still an ample supply of cjood quality fjround
water for all beneficial uses in the Redding ground water basin.
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CHAPTER IV. QUALITY OF WATER

Water, from the time of precipitation, acts as a solvent on

minerals and soils. The solvent action may be increased by the presence

of certain dissolved gases such as carbon dioxide. During the passage of

water, whether on the surface or underground, the amount and kinds of sus-

pended or dissolved constituents reflect the environmental factors present

during the hydrologic cycle. In addition, salts or other undesirable sub-

stances may be added to water by industrial wastes, sewage, and irrigation

return waters. The addition of these impurities may have a significant

effect on the chemical behavior of the water and thereby alter its value.

Numerous chemical and bacteriological analyses of water samples

were taken from representative water wells to evaluate the quality of ground

water in Shasta County. Interpretation of these analyses combined with

geologic and hydrologic studies and well construction surveys in Shasta

County are the keys to formulating recommendations for water well construc-

tion and sealing standards. Established water quality criteria for bene-

ficial uses are shown in Appendix H.

Quality of Ground A'ater

In the investigation of ground water quality in Shasta County,

emphasis was placed on the two major areas of ground water use - the

Redding Basin and the Fall River Valley area. Wells located in the Modoc
Plateau and the Cascade geomorphic province in eastern Shasta County gen-

erally have fairly uniform chemical characteristics because of the high
permeable nature of the volcanics. Most of the remaining wells in the

County are found on small terraces adjacent to rivers and streams, and

have very localized water quality characteristics.

To evaluate the water quality within the county, chemical anal-

yses were made of ground water from representative wells. In addition,

where applicable, samples collected through the state ground water quality
data program were evaluated both as supplemental data and to determine any

trends in ground water quality. The results of mineral analyses of ground
water from wells in Shasta County are included in Appendix D. For individ-
ual well designation and the method of location, refer to Appendix C.

Fall River Valley

The ground water in Fall River Valley is generally calcium-
magnesium-bicarbonate in character; however, there are well waters with
high sodium content. Table 3 shows the ranges of concentration of mineral
constituents in well waters from Fall River Valley. The table has been
subdivided on the basis of depth of well and is representative of I09
analyses from 5I wells in Fall River Valley. Figtire 1, a plot of the med-
ian value of the percent of sodium against depth of well shows an increase
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in sodium with depth. An examination of the logs of five wells which have
water of sodium-bicarbonate character and are high in total dissolved
solids, shows that they are drawing their water from lava beds, which are

interbedded in the lake sediments or under the lake sediments. The wells
with high sodium also have higher chloride concentrations, indicating that
there may be some water of volcanic origin added to the ground water body.

TABLE 3

RANGES OF CONCENTRATIONS OF MINERAL
CONSTITUENTS IN WATER FROM
WELLS IN FALL RIVER VALLEY



supplies. The domestic consumer complains of the brown stain both iron

and manganese give laundered goods. Iron imparts a bitter, astringent

taste to water which may be readily detected at a level of 1.8 ppra. It

also affects the hardness of water when present in sufficient quantities,

Both iron and manganese affect the taste of beverages. Complaints from

manganese arise when the concentration exceeds 0.15 ppm.

FIGURE 1

PERCENT SODIUM VS. WELL DEPTH
100



TABLE h

WELLS WITH HIGH Fe AND Mn IN FALL RIVER VALLEY

State Well No.



Some wells in the Redding Basin have a high saline content.
They are discussed separately later in this chapter.

Happy Valley Unit . The Happy Valley Unit is located west of
Anderson and the wells grouped in this unit are located in townships 30
and 31 north, range 5 west. The unit also includes the southwest half
of T30N/Ri4W and is outlined by the Red Bluff formation exposed north of
Cottonwood Creek and west of the Sacramento River. (Plate 2).

Twenty-one analyses from six wells were examined. The wells
varied from 30 "to over 500 feet in depth. Table 5 shows the ranges of
mineral constituents in the area. The predominant anion is bicarbonate,
tjrpical of the region as a whole; however, there is an increase in the

percent sodium V7ith depth. The percent sodium averaged k2 for wells over
100 feet, but the 30 foot well had water with 1^+ percent sodium. The
Red Bluff formation is estimated to be 50 feet thick from the evidence
of outcrop along Clear Creek and well log data available in the area.
Well T30N/R5W/15R1, which is 505 feet deep, penetrated the underlying
cretaceous formation at 500 feet but analyses do not indicate that there
has been any contamination from marine saline waters to date. With the
exceptions of several dug wells drawing water from the Red Bluff forma-
tion, well logs from the area indicate that drilled wells average 200 feet
deep and that the quality of water is excellent.

TABLE 5

RANGES OF CONCENTRATIONS OF MINERAL
CONSTITUENTS IN WATER FROM

WELLS IN HAPIY VALLEY

Constituents (in parts per million)

Range Ca
Hardness

Mg Na HCO3 SOi, CI NO3 TDS as CaCO
3

; Percent

Na

Max.
Med.
Min.

Depth - 500'

36 18 17 15^ ^1 12

9.1 6.2 li(.5 87 ^.5 ^.6
8.1 k.k 12 78 2.5
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Cottonwood Creek Unit . The Cottonwood Creek Unit covers the

broad alluvial plain formed by the creek along the southwest edge of

Shasta County. The unit is located south of Happy Valley and includes

Sections 1 through 12 in Township 29 North, Range h and 5 West. With the

exception of the City of CottomTOod's municipal water supply, all waters

sampled were from irrigation wells. Data from 13 wells and I6 analyses in

the area were examined. The tabulation in Table 6 shows the excellent

quality of ground water in this area.

TABLE 6

RANGES OF CONCENTRATIONS OF MINERAL
CONSTITUENTS IN WATER FROM

WELLS ALONG COTTONWOOD CREEK

Range Ca Ms

Constituents (in parts per million)"

Na HCOo SOi^ CI

Hardness
NOo TDS as CaC03

Percent
Na



whose depth varies from ^0 to 80 feet. In some cases perforations start
20 feet below the surface. The wells draw water from the recent alluvium
as well as the Tuscan and Tehama formations. This is an area that has

undergone considerable housing development and most of the shallow wells
are primarily for domestic purposes. The high percentage of sodium is

probably caused by the addition of sodium chloride to the ground water
supply from domestic discharge and irrigation.

TABLE 7

RANGES OF CONCEIWRATIONS OF MINERAL
CONSTITUENTS IN V7ATER FROM

WELLS ADJACENT TO SACRAMENTO RIVER



TABLE 8

RANGES OF CONCENTRATIONS OF MINERAL
CONSTITUENTS IN WATER FROM

WELLS ON THE STILLWATER PLAINS



TABLE 9

RANGES OF CONCENTRATIONS OF MINERAL
CONSTITUENTS IN WATER FROM

WELLS IN THE COW CREEK UNIT



TABLK 10

SALm HKLL8 Dl REEODK} BA8II



waters found in the overlying formations. The median value for chlorides
shown on Tables 10 through 1^4 range from 3-2 to 68 ppm in wells that do
not have a high saline content, and TDS ranges from 137 to l86 ppm.
These values are contrasted with the values obtained from saline wells in

Table 15 where the median TDS is 500 ppm and values as high as 26,900 have
been encountered and the median chloride value is 220 ppm and concentrations
range up to l6,kOO ppm. Tests have shown that the taste threshold concen-
tration of NaCl is 3^5 Ppm for the combined cation and anion.

The potential damage that can be done is illustrated by the
case history of a well ( 31N/5W/litE5 ) drilled into the Chico formation in

August of 1959' The well was drilled 500 feet deep and intercepted the

Chico formation at 1^2 feet below ground surface. The water from the well
was saline and under sufficient hydrostatic pressure to flow freely from
the well. The well, although unusable, was not plugged and was allowed
to discharge into Oregon Creek. Early in I96O it became apparent that
wells in the surrounding area were being degraded by saline water from
this well. The TDS and chloride concentration in well No. 31N/5W/li*E2,

which is located a short distance east and down gradient from the flowing
saline well, increased about 20 times between 1956 and I96O (see Table 15).
A well (31N/5W/li+G^) 1/4 mile east, increased in chloride concentration
from 6 ppm to 85 ppm between December 22, 1959 ai^d January 25, I96O. The
log from well No. 31N/5W/litE5 is incomplete and the location of perfora-
tions is not known. Since the well was artesian and allowed to flow,

degradation of other wells may have taicen place by the percolation of
saline waters from the surface; however, even if the well had been capped,
seepage could easily take place through perforations and along the casing
into the overlying aquifers.

The ability of saline connate waters in the Chico formation to
permeate the overlying Tehama formation is clearly illustrated by samples
taken from well No. 31N/^W/22H1. The following chloride concentrations
were obtained: O-290 feet, 3.9 ppm; 320-550 feet, 72 ppm; 580-735 feet,

197 ppm. The values for sodium increased from 1^ ppm to I98. These values
illustrate the increasing concentration of NaCl with depth. The log of
this particular well shows that the Chico formation was intercepted at 725
feet. The chemical data show that the saline waters have invaded the
lower portion of the Tehama formation, probably because the connate waters
are under a higher hydrostatic head.

Another illustration is the case of well No. 32N/3W/32E2. The
well is reported to be 5OO feet deep, the bottom I80 feet in cretaceous
sediments. A sample taken July 27, 1956 showed 2.5 ppm chlorides. A
sample taken on July 2k, 1957, after a year of use, had a chloride con-
centration of 887 ppm. The cone of depression created during pumping
lowers the head and allows the saline water to invade the overlying
aquifers

.

There are 27 water wells in the Redding Basin which appear to
have penetrated the Chico formation; in four or five of these wells the
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saline waters have been allowed to degrade the ground water in the over-
lying aquifer. Well standards implemented in the county should be cog-
nizant of this problem and include steps to eliminate it.

Methane was detected in two wells drilled by the Cascade
Community Services District south of Redding. The wells are located
in T31N/R^W, Section 31. The wells apparently did not penetrate to the
Chico formation, but a log of one of the wells and other geological
data (see Plate 5) indicate that the wells may have bottomed close to the
Chico formation. The methane is believed to be due to diffision of meth-
ane present in the Chico formation upward into the overlaying Tehama
formation.

Bacteriological Contamination

There are several areas in the Redding Basin with wells which
have been reported to contain colifonn bacteria. Ground water is an
unnatural habitat for coliform organisms. Their presence in well water
indicates that poor quality water or pollutants are affecting the well
and should be investigated if the well is used for domestic purposes.
The presence of coliform organisms indicates the possibility of pathogenic
organisms

.

Coliform organisms are an indication of contamination and suggest
that surface waters are seeping into the well water. There are several
causes for these pollutants: (l) inadequate disinfection during well de-
velopment; (2) improper or poorly sealed casing, permitting surface water
to percolate down along the side of the casing; (3) locating the well in
close proximity to septic tanks, sev/er lines, or leach lines; and {k)

direct entry into the well of foreign matter or surface water because of
improper capping of the casing or a poorly designed air vent.

From 1959 through I965 a number of bacteriological analyses
were made by the Shasta County Health Department. Plotting the analyses
which showed a coliform count on a map of the Redding Basin area reveals
a distinct pattern; the wells which have a coliform count are clustered
in five distinct areas. One area is south of Redding adjacent to Oregon
Gulch in T31N/R5W, Sections 13 and 1^4. Another area is in Ch\irn Creek
Bottoms T31N/R^W, Sections 21 and 28. The other three areas are located
in the Stillv/ater Plains unit T31N/r^W, Sections 9, I6, and I8.

The area in T31N/R^W, Section 16, is a housing development
where the wells have been buried. The wells vary from 1^0 to I80 deep,
and the water level is approximately 80 feet. The casing is just about
6 inches below ground and capped. The water and air lines are run to a

garage where the pressure tank is located. The disadvantage of this type
of installation is that if access to the v/ell develops along the casing
or in the cap surface, infiltration would have a direct access to the
ground water, carrying with it solutes from sewage surface water, fer-
tilizing agents, pesticides, and herbicides.
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The Churn Creek Bottoms area has been flooded on occasion.

This illustrates the need for a properly designed surface installation,

with venting that will allow air to enter the well, but exclude water

and other foreign matter. Wells in this area are shallow, averaging

about 50 feet, with perforations frequently starting within 30 feet of

the surface; in two cases perforations commenced h feet below ground.

In locations where the ground water is within 20 feet of the surface,

proper sealing should be carried down to the ground water table to pro-

vide adequate protection.

The area south of Redding, T31N/R5W, Sections 13 and 1^+, is

known locally as Bonnyview. The area has numerous houses on small lots

with individual disposal and water systems. The area was repeatedly

plagued with high coliform counts . The ground water table in the area

is between 20 and 30 feet below ground level, and some wells indicate

that there is perched water at 2 to 3 feet. The situation illustrates

the possibility of contamination in a high density area without adequate

spacing between water and septic systems. The area has since constructed

a municipal water system.
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CHAPTER V. WELL CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES IN SHASTA COUNTY

To formulate recommendations for minimvun water well construction
and sealing standards in Shasta County, the Department surveyed many of

the existing wells to determine whether the well construction practices

in use were adequate to protect the water user and the quality of the

ground water. Among the items observed during these surveys of water
wells were the condition and location of wells, local surface drainage,

the presence of surface seals, the type of construction, and well dimen-

sions. The distance from each well to the nearest health hazard, such

as a waste disposal site, septic tank, or sewage line, was also determined

where possible.

Through the winter and spring of I966-67, seventeen licensed

well drillers and two suppliers who were operating in Shasta County were

interviewed to obtain information regarding the materials and methods

used during well construction. These interviews provided valuable infor-

mation on well construction practices in Shasta County. Tables 11 through

ik show a breakdown of the pertinent information obtained from th? water

well construction survey for Shasta County.

TABLE 11*

VAIBt VZLL COaSTRUCXICR SURVST
SHASTA couvrr



Type of VJell Construction

The methods of well construction may be classified as drilled,

dug, driven, or jetted. Within Shasta County all of the above methods

of well construction have been used, with the possible exception of jet-

ting, but cable tool drilling is the most common. Each well construction

method has certain economic advantages. Selection of the type of v/ell

construction is primarily based on the characteristics of the strata en-

countered, ground water conditions, sanitary protection required, and

cost to produce a satisfactory well.

In the itedding Basin and Fall River Valley, cable tool drill-

ing is the most predominant method used because of the gravelly nature

of the sediments in the area. Occasionally rotary hydraulic methods have

been attempted, but they have not proven very satisfactory in the basin

sediments. Only one well driller reported using rotary methods in the

valley. Rotary methods have been used in the volcanics of eastern Shasta

County and one rotary percussion drill rig operating in the county confines

his drilling exclusively to volcanic sediments or hard rock.

In the past, dug v.'ells have been put in, but they are seldom

constructed by licensed v;ell drillers, and it is difficult to check on

them. Dug wells generally require larger excavations, are limited to

relatively shallow depths, and are confined to loosely consolidated de-

posits which are easily excavated. Although dug wells may furnish ade-

quate ground water supply, satisfactory sanitary conditions are difficult

to maintain due to the inherent construction limitations of this type of

well.

The great majority of the v/ells in the Redding Basin are from

6 to 8 inches in diameter and are listed as domestic. One driller felt

that 8 inches should be the minimum size for a domestic well. Three

drillers said that 10 gauge should be the minimum weight of casing. Table

12 is a breakdown of the recommendations by most of the drillers in Shasta

County for casing weights by hole diameter and depth.

Metal casing is the most common method of lining wells in Shasta
County. Within the past 15 years none of the drillers interviewed had
used any other method of lining their wells. All of the drillers stated

that the well should be cased the full length of the hole in unconsolidated
or semi-consolidated sediments. They also stated that, if possible, the

well should be cased to an impervious formation in wells drilled in con-

solidated sediments. All of the drillers felt that watertight joints are

essential. Fourteen of the drillers use butt-welded joints, five use

threaded joints. Some drillers will use a collar welded at each end to

the casing instead of a true butt weld.

Three types of performations are used: 3/l6-inch holes or slots

cut in the casing with a welding torch, milled or chisel-punched slots,

and holes punched with a casing perforator after placement. Holes cut
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TABLE 12

SHASTA COUHTY WELL DRILLER
RBCCMMENDATIONS FOR WELL CASING

Well Casing Diameter In Inches

Well Depth !* S 5 10 12 lit TS 15 20+greater
In yeet Ga Ho Ge Ho Oa No G« - No Ge Ho Ga No Ge Ho Ga Ho Gc Ho

A 3/16 - Inch or thicker
12 10 12 9 12 9 12 1 casing Is iised for wells

50 10 3 10 U 10 5 10 9 10 8 10 1 18 Inches or greater in8l 83 85 85 diameter, or where required
by depth

100
12
10

12
10

12
10

1

10
1

10 10
8

10

150
12
10

12
10 10 10

S
10

200
12
10 10 10 10 10

8

300
10 10 10 10

400
10 10 10

Ga - Gage
No - number of drillers recommending gage at a particular diameter and depth.

with a welding torch are the most common; one argument presented in favor
of this method is that the oxide deposit minimizes corrosion around the
holes. None of the drillers felt that well screens were necessary.
Table 13 shows the type of perforations preferred by drillers. Fre-
quently the specific conditions at the well dictate the type of perforation
required,

TABLE 13

TYPE OF CASING PERFORATIONS PREFERRED BY DRILLERS

Preperforated

Cut With Milled Chisel-Punched
Welding Torch Slots Slots

8

Perforated
After Placement

Mills Knife Total

19

* Number of drillers interviewed.
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Surface Drainage

Any surface waters which enter wells can cause impairment to

the quality of water in the well and to ground water in the vicinity of

the well. Surface waters, depending on their previous environment, may
carry pollutants from many sources, among which are barnyards, streets,

irrigated fields, and sprayed or fertilized areas. Shallow wells are

especially subject to impairment from surface flow. Natural surface flow

should always be directed away from a well.

All well drillers reported that they try to prevent the entry

of flood waters or surface waters into wells. Most of the drillers inter-

viev/ed felt that 6 inches of casing extending above ground is the minimum;

however, the variation in distance that was recommended ranged from 2

inches to 1 foot. In suburban areas, pump installations below ground

level are not uncommon. These installations require a small excavation
in the ground and the termination of the well casing below the natural

ground surface. Most of the drillers felt that if cognizance was taken

of the surrounding terrain and drainage conditions, such an installation
was entirely satisfactory.

Surface Sealing

Openings into a well at the surface should be sealed or con-

structed in a manner to prevent surface water or other foreign matter from
entering the well. To prevent surface water from moving down along the

well casing, a concrete pedestal should be constructed around the well and

extend several feet laterally. The platform of the pedestal also normally
serves as a base for the pump. Surface construction features are shown
in Figure 2. In cases where the pump is installed directly over the casing,

watertight seals should be provided between the pump and the casing, the

pump and the pedestal, and the pump and the column pipe. Figure 3 illus-

trates two typical properly constructed domestic well installations.

One of the drillers stated that he did not feel a concrete plat-

form was necessary around the casing on domestic installations using a

submersible pump or jet pump. He stated that it was not necessary for

additional sealing from surface water impairment.

All of the drillers felt that an adequate seal could be achieved
by piMiping bentonite (hydrogel) into the annular space between casing and

ground. The opinions expressed on the minimum depth of sealant required
to produce a satisfactory seal varied from 10 feet down to water table, or

75 feet \-;hichever was greater. Their recommendations are shown in Table l4.

Gravel-packed wells are rarely used in the Redding Basin, but
all of the drillers felt that at least 10 feet of cement grout or clay on
top of the gravel was necessary.
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TABLE 1^

DEPTH OF SANITARY SEAL USED IN SHASTA COUNTY

0- - 10' 11' - 20' 21' - 30' 31'+ Total

No. 1o No. i No. io No. fo No.

33 3 25 ^ 33 12 100

* Number of drillers interviewed.

All of the drillers interviewed recommended rubber gaskets for

pumpseals. Present practice is to install them on a pump between the

pump and the well casing (see Figures 2 and 3).

The results of interviews with well drillers indicate that the

well owners dictate to a great extent the type of well, pump, and pedestal

mounting that shall be used. To save money, the individual almost invar-

iably requests the most economical, and a frequently ineffective type of

installation.

Water Supply and Waste Disposal

The disposal of wastes upon or below the ground surface creates

a potential source of impairment to ground water. In many cases, water

supply systems and their related disposal facilities have been constructed

by individuals without benefit of supervision or knowledge of the hazards

involved. Proper design and overall layout of both these systems is nec-

essary to safeguard the quality of underground water from industrial and

domestic waste. The distance between the waste disposal and water supply

should be sufficient to prevent transfer of deleterious chemical consti-

tuents or of bacteria.

In suburban areas, frequently the source of domestic water supply

and the waste disposal systems are confined within the property lines of

relatively small lots. Where this crowded condition exists, special atten-

tion should always be given to using the maximum natural purifying capacity

of the ground through the design of well annular seal and depth of perfor-

ations. The relative locations of water supply and waste disposal systems

also should be chosen to minimize any danger to or from neighboring water
users.

Because ground water quality may be endangered by the disposal

of wastes into the ground, it is essential to plan for, recognize, and

understand the following factors: amount and type of waste water dis-

charged, direction of the gradient of surface and underground flow, the
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horizontal and vertical distance between the waste disposal and water
supply sites, and the geologic nature of underground formations.

When water is pumped from a well, drawdown of the water level
usually creates a cone of depression in the underground water surface.

This drawdown cone of depression may cause a reversal of the ground water
gradient in the vicinity of the well. Drawdown effects are illustrated
in Figure h.
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CHAPTER VI. RECOMMENDED WATER WELL STANDARDS

The objective of prescribing minimum water well construction
or abandonment standards is to provide reasonable protection for the
ground waters of Shasta County as they exist and to assure that ground
water being extracted through a well will not be unreasonably impaired
before it can be put to beneficial use. As shown in previous chapters,
there is considerable variation in present water well construction
practices in Shasta County, and in many instances they are inadequate
and provide little or no protection. Although geologic, hydrologic, and
ground water conditions differ somewhat throughout the county, the stan-
dards recommended in this chapter should be satisfactory for water well
construction and abandonment in all areas of the county.

Bulletin No. 7^, "Water Well Standards, State of California",
contains standards which are considered applicable and reasonable for
use in Shasta County. They are included in Appendix F. Suggested pro-
cedures for achieving these standards are given in Appendixes G, H, and
I. Where differences occur in recommended standards, it is because a
situation unique to the county justifies the change. These standards are
presented below.

Well Depth

It is recommended that a minimum well depth of 30 feet be estab-
lished. This depth will give a minimum depth of seal of 22 feet, which
should provide adequate protection to the groxind water body. In those
areas where the only available ground water is at a depth less than 30 feet
(e.g., shallow terraces and alluvium overlying bedrock and adjacent to
streams), wells should be permitted to a sufficient depth to develop an
adequate water supply.

Saline Water Intrusion

Any well standards established by the county should be cogni-
zant of the unique problems encountered because of the close proximity of
the Cretaceous marine formation and the possibility of saline degradation
of overlying aquifers. Conversely there are areas in the Chico formation
which apparently contained little saline water initially, or have been
flushed over the years.

Well standards for the Redding Basin will have to take into
account both the quality of the groundwater and the geologic structure.
With these parameters in mind, the following recommendations are made:

1. Any well encountering water with a saline taste and
where the electrical conductivity exceeds 1500 micromohos per
centimeter will be sealed by grouting to a level where a four
hour pumping test will produce water of acceptable quality.
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2. Any well penetrating the Chico formation and p\imp-

ing water from the aquifers above the Chico formation shall
have the annular space surrounding the casing sealed with an
acceptable clay or grout seal to a point 10 feet above the
contact with the Chico formation (Plate 5).

3. Any well which intends to withdraw water from the
Chico formation in an area where the water may be of accept-
able quality shall be cased and have the annular space sur-
rounding the casing sealed with an acceptable clay or grout
seal to a point 10 feet below the contact with the Chico
formation.

Recommended Standards for Destruction of Abandoned Wells

The following recommendations should govern the destruction
of wells

:

1. For purposes of definition a well is considered
abandoned when it has not been used for a period of one
year, unless the owner declares his intention to use the
well again. As evidence of his declaration of intent, the
owner shall properly maintain the well in such a way that:

a. The well has no defects which will facilitate
the impairment of quality of water in the well or in
the water-bearing formations developed;

b. The well is covered with an appropriate
locked cap;

c. The well is marked so that it can be clearly
seen; and,

d. The area surrounding the well is kept clear
of brush or debris.

2. Any flowing artesian well that is abandoned and con-
tains water with an E.C. in excess of 1500 micromhos per
centimeter shall be sealed in such a manner that no water
shall escape from the confinement of the casing.

Redeveloping, Deepening or Enlarging Existing Wells

Any existing well that is deepened, redeveloped, or recased
shall be done in such a manner that the finished well will comply with
these recommended standards.
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CHAPTER VII. FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Results of the studies of water quality in Shasta County are

summarized in the following findings and conclusions. The recommenda-

tions are based on the findings and conclusions and emphasize the need

for adopting well construction and sealing standards in Shasta County.

Findings and Conclusions

1. In parts of Shasta County, ground water, due to

its general high quality, abundance, and ease of extraction,

is presently and will remain one of the most important sources

of water supply.

2. Ground water in Shasta Coimty occurs primarily in

two general areas : the Redding Basin and the Fall River

Valley. Ground water is stored mainly within Tertiary and

Quaternary sedimentary and volcanic deposits.

3. The Redding Basin is underlain by the Chico for-

mation which contains marine connate saline water.

h . Mineral quality of the ground water in Shasta County

is generally excellent and suitable for established benefi-

cial uses. Saline v/ater can be found at the base of Tertiary
aquifers in the Redding Basin. Occasional high iron occurs in

Fall River Valley v/ater.

5. Ground water in the Redding Basin is found in uncon-
fined aquifers at shallow depths adjacent to the Sacramento
River. This increases the threat of ground water impairment

by decreasing the distance wastes must travel in reaching
ground v/ater, thus limiting natural filtration provided by

travel through soils.

6. Adequate rainfall and nimierous streams and rivers
provide an abundance of water for annual recharge of ground

water basins. These recharge waters are generally excellent
in quality and as long as they remain so they will tend to

preserve the good quality of ground water by diluting and

flushing the aquifers.

7. Even with favorable recharge conditions, both mineral
and bacterial impairment of ground water has occurred in local-

ized areas.

8. In many instances, present methods of well construc-

tion and sealing in Shasta County are inadequate to provide
reasonable protection of valuable ground water supplies.
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9. Improperly constructed and sealed wells probably
have increased the instances of ground water impainnent in

Shasta County.

10. To minimize further ground water impairment in

Shasta County, adequate water well construction and seal-

ing standards must be employed.

11. As many existing wells in Shasta County are poten-

tial avenues for pollution due to their poor construction, it

will be necessary to repair and improve these wells so that

impairment can be minimized. This can be accomplished when
a permit is issued to deepen, redevelop, or change an existing
well.

Recommendations

To protect the valuable ground water resources in Shasta

County, it is recommended that:

1. Adequate water well construction and sealing stan-

dards be adopted and enforced for the protection of ground

water quality in Shasta County.

2. Shasta County Board of Supervisors initiate at an

early date a coordinated program to provide for the adoption

and enforcement of such standards.

3. The information provided in Department of V7ater

Resources Bulletin No. 7^ and in this bulletin be utilized

as a guide to develop adopted standards.

k. The responsible agencies in Shasta County initiate

a program to correct existing improperly constructed and

abandoned wells.

It is requested that Shasta County keep the Central

Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board and this Depart-

ment informed of any steps taken pursuant to these recommen-

dations.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

The following definitions apply to terms used in this report:

Abandoned Well - A well whose original purpose and use has been per-
manently discontinued or which is in such a state of disrepair that
its original purpose cannot be reasonably achieved.

Active Well - An operating water v/ell.

Anions - Anions are ions which carry a negative electrical charge.
These usually are acids. Anion concentrations usually measured
include carbonate and bicarbonate, sulfate, chloride, nitrate,
and fluoride.

Annular Space - The space between two well casings or a well casing and
the drilled hole.

Aquifer - A formation or part of a formation which transmits water in
sufficient quantity to supply pumping wells or springs.

Aqixielude - A formation which, although porous and capable of absorbing
water slowly, will not transmit it fast enough to furnish an appre-
ciable supply for a well or spring.

Bentonite - A soft moistvire absorbing clay of volcanic origin. Some
bentonites .swell on contact with water and are used for sealing the
annular space in wells.

Casing - A tubular retaining structure, generally metal or concrete, which
is installed in the excavated hole to maintain the well opening.

Cations - Cations are ions which carry a positive electrical charge.
Usually these are metals. Cation concentrations usually meas\ired
include calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium.

Cement Grout - A fluid mixture of cement and water of a consistency that
can be forced through a pipe and placed as required. Various additives,
such as sand, bentonite, and hydrated lime are included in the mixture
to meet certain requirements.

Churn Drilling (Cable-Tool) - The hole is drilled by a heavy bit which
is alternately raised by a cable and allowed to drop, breaking and
crushing the material which it strikes. The material is removed from
the hole by bailing or sand p\imping.

Clay - A predominantly fine-grained material (having a large proportion
of grains less than 0.005 millimeter in diameter) which has very low
permeability and is plastic.
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Coliform Bacteria - Coliform bacteria grow in the intestinal tract of

humans and warm-blooded animals and thus their presence in water
indicates the presence of wastes from these sources. It is easy to

test for the presence of coliform bacteria. This test has come to

be widely accepted as an indicator for the sanitary quality of water.

Conductor Pipe or Casing - A tubular retaining structure installed be-

tween the drilled hole and the inner casing, generally in the upper
portion of a well.

Cone of Depression - The water surface in the water-bearing formation
within the area of influence of a pumping well. It resembles the

shape of a cone with its apex at the water level in the well after
drawdown.

Confined Ground Water - A body of ground water overlain by material
sufficiently impervious to sever free hydraulic connection with over-
lying ground water except at the intake. Confined ground water moves
in conduits under pressure due to the difference in head between the

intake and discharge areas of the confined water body.

Connate Water - Water trapped in pore spaces of rocks at time rock
material was deposited. It may be derived from either ocean water
or land water, but is usually highly saline.

Contamination - Defined in Section I3OO5 of the California Water Code:
" ... an impairment of the quality of the waters of the State by

sewage or industrial waste to a degree which creates an actual
hazard to the public health through poisoning or through the spread
of disease." Jurisdiction over matters regarding contamination rests

with the State Department of Health and local health officers.

Degradation - Impairment in the quality of water due to causes other than
disposal of sewage and industrial waste.

Destroyed Well - A well that has been filled or plugged so that it will
not produce water nor act as a conduit for the movement of water.

Deterioration - An impairment of water quality.

Drilled Well - A well for which the hole is generally excavated by mech-
anical means such as the rotary or cable tool methods.

Formation - A fairly widespread group of rocks or \inconsolidated materials
having characteristics or origin, age, and composition sufficiently
distinctive to differentiate the group from other units. The formation
is the fundamental geologic unit.

Free Ground Water - A body of ground water moving xinder control of the

water table slope.
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Gravel-packed Well - A well in which a gravel envelope is placed in the

annular space to increase the effective diameter of the well, and

to prevent fine-grained sediments from entering the well.

Ground Water - That part of subsurface water which is in the zone of

saturation.

Ground Water Basin - An area underlain by permeable materials which are

capable of furnishing a significant water supply; the basin includes

both the surface area and the permeable materials beneath it.

Impairment - A change in quality of water which makes it less suitable

for beneficial use.

Industrial Waste - Defined in Section I3OO5 of the California Water Code:
"

. . . any and all liquid or solid water substance, not sewage, from any

producing, manufacturing, or processing operation of whatever nature."

Jet Drilling - A method of well sinking where the casing is sunk by

driving while the material inside is washed out by a water jet and

carried to the top of the casing by the water.

Liner - A section of casing of reduced diameter permanently installed

within an existing casing to seal openings in the existing casing.

Native Water - This term, when used with respect to quality of water,

signifies the quality of waters prior to development of the area by

man. As a practical matter, however, it is usually used to signify
the quality found at the time of the first mineral analysis of the

water in areas where there are not evidences of pollution or deter-
ioration.

Packer - A device placed in a well which plugs or seals the well at a

specific point.

Perched Water - A perched aquifer is the first unconfined water en-

countered above the general zone of phreatic water, marked by the

water table, and is a more or less isolated body of water whose posi-

tion is controlled by the structure of the formation.

Perforations - A series of openings in a well casing, made either before

or after installation of the casing, to permit the entrance of water

into the casing.

Permeability - The permeability (or perviousness) of a material is its

capacity for transmitting a fluid. Degree of permeability depends
upon the size and shape of the pores, the size and shape of their

interconnections, and the extent of the latter.

Pollution - Defined in Section 13005 of the California Water Code: "...an
impairment of the quality of the waters of the State by sewage or
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industrial waste to a degree which does not create an actual hazard

to the public health, but which does adversely and unreasonably

affect such waters for domestic, industrial, agricultural, naviga-

tional, recreational, or other beneficial use, or which does adversely

and unreasonably affect the ocean waters and bays of the State devoted

to public recreation." Regional Water Pollution Control Boards are

responsible for prevention and abatement of pollution.

Pressure Grouting - A method of forcing impervious grout into specific

portions of a well, such as the annular space, for sealing purposes.

Saline - Water containing more than 30OO parts per million total dis-

solved solids

.

Sewage - Defined in Section I3OO5 of the California Water Code: "...any

and all waste substance, liquid or solid, associated with human habi-

tation, or which contains or may be contaminated with human or animal

excreta or excrement, offal, or any feculent matter."

Transmissibility - The characteristic property of the entire saturated

portion of the aquifer to transmit water.
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APPENDIX C

WELL NUMBERING SYSTEM

The well numbers used in this report are referenced by use

of the U. S. Public Land Survey System, and to the Mt . Diablo Base

and Meridian (DB&M). The well identification consists of a township,

range, and section number, a letter which indicates the i+O-acre plot

in which the well is located, and a final number which indicates the

identity of the particular well within the lot. The subdivision of a

section 1 mile square is shown below:

D
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MINERAL ANALYSES OF GROUND WATER
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Water contains solids which have been dissolved from its envi-

ronment. Most of the dissolved constituents in water are dissociated

into ions. The positively charged ions are cations. The negatively-

charged ions are anions. These dissolved constituents determine the min-

eral character of the water. Table 1 below lists the most common

constituents.

TABLE 1

CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OF GROUND WATER

Major Constituents Minor Constituents

Common Common

Cations Anions

Calcium (ca) Carbonate (COo) Iron (Fe)

Magnesium (mg) Bicarbonate (HCO ) Aluminum (A1)

Sodium (Na) Sulfate (SOj^)
^ Silica (SiOg)

Potassium (k) Nitrate (NO3) Boron (b)

Chloride (Cl) Fluoride (f)

The mineral character or type of water is determined by the

predominate cation and anion in terms of their chemical equivalents per

million (epra) . The name of the cation is used when its chemical equiva-

lents constitute 50 percent or more of the total cations. This applies

to the anion group also. For example, if in a sample of water, magnesium

ions constitute more than half of the total cations present, and the

bicarbonate ions constitute more than half of the anions present, the

water is magnesium bicarbonate in character. If there is no single con-

stituent that constitutes more than 50 percent of the individual totals

of cations and anions, hyphenated combinations are used. As an example,

if the magnesium and calcium cations are present in the water in nearly

equal amounts, the water would be designated a magnesium-calcium-
bicarbonate water. Minor constituents (e.g., iron, boron, flouride)

may be present. They can sometimes be deleterious for certain specific

uses if present in the water in sufficient quantity.

The ions impart an electrical conductivity to the water. This

property can be measured easily and is usually proportional to the total
dissolved solids in solution. Within a given area where the water is of

similar character, a definite relationship can be established between the

electrical conductivity and total dissolved solids. By measuring the

electrical conductivity, the amounts of total dissolved solids can be

estimated very accurately.

This appendix presents a s\:utimary of v;ater quality criteria, quality

of ground water, and an interpretation of ground water quality conditions.
Mineral analyses of ground water samples collected from wells in Shasta
County are listed in Appendix D.
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The quality of water must be maintained at proper levels in
order to satisfy a wide variety of beneficial uses. Criteria have been
established for protection of the public health and to provide a reason-
able measure of suitability of various waters for many beneficial uses.
Water quality criteria are discussed in this appendix for municipal,
domestic, irrigation, and industrial uses. The limits presented are the
result of continuing experience and research by various state, local,
and federal agencies. Although these recommended limits are subject to
change as our knowledge in the field of water quality increases, they do
provide a reasonable guide for the evaluation of the suitability of a
particular water for its use. Waters which have an excess of the recom-
mended limiting values may be used in some instances, with judgment,
iintil more suitable supplies are developed and made available. The
following criteria are guides for appraisal of the quality of water for
various uses.

Municipal and Domestic

The criteria presented for municipal and domestic purposes
should be used as guides for evaluating the mineral quality of water
relative to existing or potential uses. Except for those constituents
which are considered toxic to hiiman beings, these criteria should be con-
sidered as suggested limiting values. The drinking water standards most
widely accepted are those proposed by the U. S. Public Health Service.
These standards state that water shall contain no impurities which are
offensive to sight, taste, or smell. In addition, the water must be con-
sistently free from toxic compounds or pathogenic organisms. Drinking
water should not contain excessive concentrations of dissolved mineral
solids. Health standards for drinking water are predicated on two groups
of limits

:

1. Mandatory limits which constitute grounds for
rejection of the water supply. These limits are specified
to protect the consumer from increased build-up of toxic
constituents

.

2. Recommended maximum limits are applicable when
chemical substances are present in excess and consideration
should be given for more suitable supplies which are, or can
be made, available; however, they are still permissible.

The U. S. Public Health Service standards of I962 apply to
water as finally delivered to the consumer. They are presented in Table 2,

Another factor with which water users are concerned is the hard-
ness of water. Hardness is caused principally by the compounds of calcium
and magnesium, but excessive amounts of iron, manganese, aluminum, barium,
silica, stronti\am, and free hydrogen can also contribute to the total hard-
ness. Excessive hardness in water increases the use of soap, which it
coagulates to form a precipitate, leaving an undesirable sciun in clothing
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TABLE 2

LIMITING CONCENTRATIONS OF CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS
FOR DRINKING WATER

U. S. Pablic Health Service, Drinking Water Standards I962

Constituents - Mandatory Parts per Million

Arsenic O.05

Fluoride 0.8 - 1.7*

Lead _^g 0.05

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr )
O.05

Cyanide .

2

Selenium 0.01

Barium 1.0

Cadmium 0.01

Silver 0.05

Constituents - Reccmmended Parts per Million

Alkyl Benzene Sulfate (A.B.S.) 0.5

Arsenic 0.01

Chloride 250.O

Copper 1.0

Carbonchloroform Extract (C.C.C.) 0.2

Cyanide 0.01

Fluoride 0.7 - 1.2*

Iron 0.3
Manganese 0.05

Nitrate ^5.0
Phenols 0.001
Sulfate 250.0

Total Dissolved Solids 500.0

Zinc 5.0

* Varies with temperature

and washing facilities. Hard water also forms a scale, thereby reducing
the efficiency of boilers and plumbing systems . Total hardness is ex-

pressed as calcium carbonate (CaCO^) in parts per million (ppm). It is

calculated by miiltiplying the sum of the equivalents of calcium and mag-

nesium by 50. If significant amounts of iron and manganese are present,

they a^s included. A relative classification of hardness is shown in

Table J.
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TABLE 3

HARDNESS CLASSIFICATION OF WATER

Range of Hardness
Expressed as CaCO_^ Relative Classification

- 100 Soft
101 - 200 Moderately soft
over 200 Hard

Agricultural

The limits of quality of water for irrigation purposes vary
according to the climate, crops, soils, and the irrigation practices
in the area. The values presented here were developed by the Regional
Salinity Laboratories of the U. S. Department of Agriculture in coop-
eration with the University of California.

Three broad classes of judging the suitability in chemical
quality of water for irrigation purposes are listed below:

Class 1 - excellent to good - regarded as safe and
suitable for most plants under most conditions of soil
or climate.

Class 2 - good to injurious - regarded as possibly
harmful for certain crops under certain conditions of soil
or climate, particularly in the higher ranges of this class.

Class 3 - injxirious to unsatisfactory - regarded as
probably harmful to most crops and unsatisfactory for all
but the most tolerant plants.

Suggested limiting values for total dissolved solids (TDS),
chloride concentration, percent sodium, and boron concentration for the
three general classes of irrigation water are shown in Table k.

Industrial

The quality of water required for industrial purposes varies
widely according to the many industrial processes or uses to which it

may be put. The two largest industrial uses of water are for cooling
and processing. No single tabulation of water quality requirements will
suffice as a common measure for suitable limits. Most industrial
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TABLE k

QUALITATIVE CLASSIFICATION OF IRRIGATION WATER

Chemical
Properties Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

Total Dissolved
Solids (in ppm)

Chloride (in ppm)

Sodium in Percent
of Total Cations

Boron (in ppm)

Less than 700

Less than 175

Less than 60

Less than 5

700 - 2000

175 - 350

60 - 75

0.5 - 2.0

More than 2000

More than 350

More than 75

More than 2.0

operations normally require a water which is clear, relatively soft, low

in iron and manganese, and of approved bacteriological quality. Because
the ways of purifying water for industrial purposes are many, a treat-

ment process usually can be selected for the particular need of a spec-

ific industry. Generally, water which meets drinking water standards is

satisfactory for industrial use. Table 5 shows some typical standards

for selected industries.
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WATER WELL STANDARDS

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

CHAPTER II OF BULLETIN NO. 7^
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CHAPTER II. STAOTDARDS

The standards presented in this chapter are intended to apply-

to construction (including reconstruction) or destruction of veils

throughout the State of California. Under certain circumstances, adeqixate

protection of ground water quality may require more stringent standards

than these presented here; vinder other circumstances, it may be necessary

to deviate from the standards or substitute other measures which will

provide protection eqixal to that provided by these standards. Since it

is impractical to prepare standards for every conceivable situation,

provision has been made in the succeeding material for deviation from the

stcindards as well as for addition of appropriate supplementary standards.

The need to deviate from general recommendations and to apply additional

standards are the principal reasons that the Department is also inves-

tigating the development of different or supplemental water well

construction standards for various subareas within the State. However,

the Department believes that the standards presented in this report are

satisfactory under most conditions for the construction and destruction

of water wells in all areas of this state.
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Part I. General

Section 1 . Definitions .

A. Well or VJater Well . As defined in Section 13710 of the

Water Code, well or water well:

" ... means any artificial excavation constructed by ajiy method
for the purpose of extracting water from, or injecting water into,
the underground. This definition shall not include: (a) oil
and gas '.rells, or geothermal wells constructed under the juris-
diction of the Department of Conservation, except those wells
convertea to use as water wells; or (b) wells used for the
purpose of (l) dewatering excavation during construction, or
(2) stabilizing hillsides or earth embankments."

B. Community Water Supply Well . A water well used to supply

water for domestic purposes in systems subject to Chapter 7 of Part 1 of

Division 5 of the California Health and Safety Code. (This definition

includes wells commonly referred to as "Municipal Wells" or "City Wel3s".)

C. Individual Domestic Well . A water well used to supply

water for domestic needs of an individual residence or commercial, establishment

such as an apartment house, cafe, gas station, etc.

D. Industrial Wells. Water wells used to supply indxistry on

an individual basis (in contrast bo supplies provided through community

systems )

.

E. Agricultural Wells. V/ater wells used to supply water for

irrigation or other agric-oltural purposes, including so-called "stock wells".

F. Recharge or Injection Wells . Wells constructed to introduce

water into the ground as a means of replenishing ground water basins or

repelling intrusion of sea.\-ra.teT*

,

Injection wells are also used to dispose of \musable waste water into
unusable ground water bearing formations or dry, nonproductive for-
mations . These wells can penetrate usable grovmd ^v-ater zones; however.
Water Code and Division 5 of the Health and Safety Code), c-uch wells are no
permitted to open into usable waters.
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G. Air-conditioning Wells . Wells constructed to rettim to

the ground, water which has been used as a coolant in air conditioning

processes. Because the water introduced into these wells is degraded

(from the standpoint of temperature), these wells have been construed

as waste discharges and are therefore subject to the water quality control

laws (Division 7 of the Water Code and Division 5 of the Health and Safety Code)

H. Horizontal Wells . Water wells drilled horizontally or at

an angle with the horizon (as contrasted with the common vertical well).

This definition does not apply to horizontal drains or "wells" constructed

to remove subsurface water from hillsides, cuts, or fills (such instal-

lations are used to prevent or correct conditions that produce land slides).

I. Enforcing Agency . An agency designated by duly authorized

local, regional or state government to administer laws or ordinances

pertaining to well construction.

Section 2. Application to Type of Well .

Except as prescribed in Sections 3 and k (following) these

standards shall apply to all types of wells described in Section 1.

Before a change of \ise is made of a well, compliance shall be made with

the requirements for the new \ise as specified herein.

Section 3' Exemption Due to Unusual Conditions .

If the enforcing agency finds that compliance with any of the

reqviirements prescribed herein is impractical for a particular location

because of unusual conditions and would result in construction of aji

unsatisfactory well, the erxforcing agency may prescribe alternative

requirements which are "eqioal to" these standards in terms of protection

obtained

.
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Section k. Exclusions .

The standards prescribed in Part II, "Construction" , do not

apply to test holes, observation wells, exploratory holes, salt-water

(hydraulic) barrier injection or extraction wells. Note however that.

Part III, "Well Destruction", does apply to these wells or holes.

Springs are excluded from these standards*.

Section ^. Special Standards .

A. In locations where existing geologic or groimd water conditions

require standards more restrictive than those described herein, or in

addition to them, such special standards may be prescribed by the enforcing

agency.

B. Special stajidards are necessary for the construction of

injection wells, horizontal wells and other unusual types of wells,

including galleries ajid other similar excavations. Design of these wells

is subject to the approval of the enforcing agency.

Section 6. Well Drillers .

Wells shall be constructed by contractors licensed in acco3rdance

with the provisions of the Contractors License Law (Chapter 9, Division 3^

of the Business emd Professions Code) unless exempted by that act.

Section 7- Reports .

Reports concerning the construction of water wells shall be filed

in accordance with the provisions of Sections 13750 throxigh 13755

(Division 7, Chapter 7, Article 2) of the Water Code.

* Methods which cein be used to protect water supplies furnished by
springs are described in "Mantial of Individual Water Supply Systems",
United States Public Health Service Publication No. 2k, I962.
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PART II. Well Construction

Section 8. V/ell Location vith Respect to Contaminants and Pollutants .

A. AJLL wells shall be located an adequate horizontal distance

from potential sources of contamination smd pollution. Most of the factors

involved in determining safe distances are us\ially not known. However,

the following horizontal distances, which are based on past experience

and general knowledge, are safe where dry upper \mconsolidated formations,

less permeable than sand, are encountered:*

Sewer, ^ratertight septic tank, or pit privy

Subsurface sewage leaching field

Cesspool or seepage pit

Where in the opinion of the enforcing agency adverse conditions

exist, the above distances shall be increased or special means of protection,

particularly in the construction of the well, shall be provided.

B. In addition, if possible, the well shall be up the ground

water gradient (upstream) from the specified sources of contamination.

C. V/hen possible, the top of the casing shall teiminate above

any known conditions of flooding by drainage or runoff from the s-urrounding

land.

D. Where a well is to be near a building, it shall be far enough

from the building to be accessible for repair, maintenance, etc.

Comm\jnity



Section 9. Sealing the Upper Annular Space .

The space between the well casing atnd the wall of the drilled

hole (the annular space) shall be effectively sealed to protect against

contamination or pollution by surface and/or shallow, subsiirface waters

as set forth below.

A. Depth of Seal . Following is the minimum depth of seal below

ground surface for various uses of wells:

Type Depth of Seal (below ground surface )

Community Water Supply V/ells 50 feet

Individual Domestic Wells 20 feet l/

Industrial Wells 50 feet l/ 2/

Agriciiltural Wells None 3/

Air-Conditioning Wells 20 feet

17 Exceptions are shallow wells where the water to be developed is at

a depth less than 20 feet. In this instance, the depth of seal may
be reduced but in no case less than 10 feet and special precautions

shall be taken in locating the well with respect to possible sovirces

of contamination.

2/ This requirement is necessary only where the water is used intentionally
" or incidentally for domestic purposes (drinking, washing, etc.) or

the water must meet strict qua3_ity requirements for its intended uses.

3/ The annular space shall be sealed a mini mum depth of 20 feet from
the surface of the ground when the well is close to individual
domestic wells or 50 feet when the well is close to sources of
contamination or pollution described in Section 8. Local conditions,

such as the existence of shallow, subsurface waters of undesirable
quality, may warrant consideration of sealing the anniilar space

around agri cultural wells

.
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B. Sealing Conditions .* Fo]_Lowing are requirements to be

observed in sealing the annxolar space:

1. Wells that are fully situated, or at considerable depth,

in unconsolidated, caving material.

a. Where the cable-tool method of drilling is used, an

outer casing (conductor casing), may fimction as the seal provided the

length of the conductor casing corresponds to the depth of seal specified

in Part A of this section. (See Figure l)

.

b. Where the rotary method of construction is used, the

annular space shall be filled with sealing material to the depth specified

in Part A of this section. V/hen a temporary conductor casing is used to

hold out the caving material during placement of the seal, it may be left

in place or withdrawn as the sealing material is placed. (See Figure l)

.

2. Wells that penetrate stratified formations. If an imper-

vious (consolidated) formation is encountered within 5 feet of where the

bottom of the seal described in Part A of this section should terminate,

the seal should be extended into the impervious formation. (See Figure l)

.

3. Gravel packed wells. In wells constructed without a

conductor casing, the gravel pack shall terminate at the base of the seal.

Gravel fill pipes may be installed in the seal. In wells constructed with

a conductor casing (which allows the gravel pack to extend to the top of

the well), the annular space between the conductor casing and the wall

of the drilled hole shall be sealed to the depth specified in this section.

(See Figure l)

.

k. Wells that are fully situated in consolidated rock. (Open-

bottom wells), An over-sized hole must be constructed to the depth and

diameter required for the seal and casing installed to retain the seal

(See Figure l)

.

* Methods of sealing are described in Appendix G.
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C. Conductor Casing . For conmunity water supply wells, the

minimum thickness of steel conductor casing shall be l/U inch for single

casing or a minimum of No. 10 U. S. Standard Gage for double casing. Steel

used for conductor casing shall conform to the specifications for steel

casing described in Section 12.

D. Sealing Material. The sealing material shall consist of

neat cement, cement grout, puddled clay, or concrete.* The neat cement

mixture shall be composed of one bag of Portland Cement (9^ pounds) to 5

to 7 gallons of clean water. Cement grout shall be composed of not more

than two parts by weight of sand and one part of cement (per bag of cement)

to 5 "to 7 gallons of clean water. Quick-setting cement, retardents to setting,

and other additives, including hydrated lime to make the mix more fluid

(up to 10 percent of the volume of cement), and bentonite (up to 5 percent)

to make the mix more fluid and to reduce shrinkage, may be used. Concrete

\ised shall be "Class A" (6 sacks of Portland Cement per cubic yard) or

"Class B" (5 sacks per cubic yard).

E. Tliickness of Seal . The thickness of the seal shall be at least

two (2) inches, and not less than three (3) times the size of the largest

coarse aggregate used in the sealing material.

F. Placement of Seal . The sealing material shall be applied,

if possible, in one continuous operation from the bottom of the interval

to be sealed to the top.

* Clay in the form of a mud-laden fluid is similar to and has the ad-
vantages of neat cement aurid cement grout. There is a disadvantage
in that clay may separate out from the fluid. A bentonite-gelatenous
mud is recommended. Concrete is useful in sealing large diameter
wells, particularly where the width of annular ring is several inches

or more. However, unless care is exercised during placement, the
coarse aggregate may become separated from the cement.
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Section 10 » Surface Construction Features .

A. Openings . Openings into the top of the well which are not

constructed to provide access to the well shall be sealed. Openings

designed to provide access into well casings for making measurements,

adding gravel, etc. shall be protected against entrance of surface waters

by installation of watertight caps, and against entrance of foreign matter

by installation of caps, pl\ags, screens, or downtumed "U" bends.

1. V/here the pump is installed directly over the casing, an

annular watertight seal shall be placed between the pump head and the pump

base (slab), or a ^ra.tertight seal shall be placed between the pump base and

the rim of the casing, or a seal or "well cap" shall be installed to close

the annular opening between the casing and the pump column pipe.

2. '.Vhere the pump is offset from the w^ell or where a sub-

mersible pump is used, the opening between the well casing and any pipes

or cables which enter the well shall be closed by a watertight seal or

"well cap".

3. All holes in the base of the pump which open into the well

shall be sealed.

h. If the pump is not installed immediately upon :;omplet.ion

of the well, cr if there is a prolonged interruption in construction of the

well, a watertight cap shall be provided at the top of the casing.

5. Pump discharge piping shall be located above the gro-ond

where possible; however, in the event of a below-ground discharge (below

pimp base), there shall be a watertight seal or gasket between the discharge

pipe and well casing.

6. If a concrete base or slab (sometimes called a p-jmp block

or pijmp pedestal) is to be constructed arourd the top of the casing, it shall
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be free from cracks or other defects likely to detract from its watertightness

.

7. Vftiere the well is to be gravel packed, a watertight cover

shall be installed between the conductor pipe and the inner casing (if

a conductor pipe is used) or between the casing and the well of the drilled

hole, at the top of the well.

B. Well Pits . Because of their susceptability to contamination

and pollution, the use of well pits should be avoided whenever possible.

However, when a pit is necessary, the following reqvii rements must be observed:

1. The bottom of the pit shall not extend below the water table.

2. The casing shall extend at least six inches above the

pit floor.

3. The pit shall be constructed and protected so that rain,

flood, or seepage waters cannot enter it.

k. The pit shall be prc/ided with a drainage sump and an

automatic sump pump (or, if topography permits, a "gravity" discharge).

The discharge pipe from this sump shall not be connected to any sewer or pipe

drain. The outlet of the discharge pipe shall not be below groxmd level,

shall be above known conditions of flooding ajid protected against entry of

small animals.

5. The top of the pit shall be provided with a watertight

cover such as a concrete slab, metal cover, or house of eqviivalent iratertight

construction.

6. Each pit shall have easy access for proper operation,

maintenance, and inspection of the equipment, and shall have a locked door

or hatch to insure the public safety.
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C. Enclosure of V/ell and Appurtenances . For community v/ater

supply wells, the v;ell and pvunp shall be located in a locked enclosure to

exclude access by unauthorized persons.

D. Pvffiip Elovfoff . V/hen there is any blowoff or drain line from

the pump discharge, it shall be so located that there is no hazard to the

safety of the water supply by reason of flooding, back siphonage, or back

pressure. The blowoff or drain line shall not be connected to any sewer.

Section 11. Disinfection and Other Sanitary Requirements .

A. Disinfection .*- All community water supply, individual domestic,

and industrial wells shall be disinfected follovang construction, repair,

or v/hen work is done on the pump, before the v;ell is placed in service.

B. Gravel . Gravel used in gravel-packed wells shall come from

clean sources and, except for agricultural wells, should be thoroughly

washed before being placed in the well. Gravel purchased from a supplier

should be washed at the pit or plant prior to delivery to the well site.

C. Lubricants . Mud and water used as a drilling lubricant shall

be free from sevrage contain!nation. Oil and water used for lubrication

of the pump and pump bearing shall also be free from contamination.

Section 12. Casing .

A. Casing Material . Requirements pertaining to vrell casing are

to insure that the casing will perform the functions for which it is

designed, i.e., to maintain the hole by preventing its walls from collapsing,

to provide a channel for the conveyance of the water, and to provide a

measure of protection for the quality of the water pumped.

* A procedure for disinfecting a well is described in Appendix S.
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1. Well casing shall be strong and tough enough to resist

the forces imposed during installation and those forces which can normally

te expected after installation.

2. Steel is the material most frequently used for well casing,

especially in drilled wells. There are three principal classifications of

steel materials used for water well casing, and all are acceptable for use

so long as they meet the following conditions.

a. Standard and line pipe.* This material shall meet

one of the following specifications, including the latest revision thereof:

(1) API Std. 5L, "Specification for Line Pipe".

(2) API Std. 5LX, "Specification for High-Test
Line Pipe"

.

(3) ASTM A53, "Standard Specification for V/elded

and Seamless Steel Pipe"

.

{k) ASTM A120, "Tentative Specifications for Black
eind Hot-Dipped Zinc-Coated (Galvanized)
Welded and Seaunless Steel Pipe for Ordinary Uses"

.

(5) ASTM kl3k, "Standard Specifications for Electric-
Fusion (Arc) -Welded Steel Plate Pipe (sizes l6

inches and over)".

(6) ASTM A135, "Tentative Specifications for Electric-
Resistajice-Welded Steel Pipe"

.

(7) ASTM A139, "Standard Specifications for Electric-

Fusion (Arc) -V/elded Steel Pipe (sizes k inches
and over) "

.

(8) ASTM A211, "Standard Specifications for Spinl-
Welded Steel or Iron Pipe"

.

(9) AV/WA C201, "AWWA Standard for Fabricated
Electrically Welded Steel Pipe".

(10) AWA C202, "Tentative Standard for Mill Type
Steel Water Pipe".

Abbreviations used are: API-American Petroleum Institute; ASTM-Americar

Society for Testing and Materials; A'VWA -American Water Works Associatior
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^« structural Steel. This material shall meet one of

the follovrLng specifications of the American Society for Testing eind Materials

including the latest revision thereof:

(1) ASTM A36, "Tentative Specification for Structtiral
Steel"

.

(2) ASTM A242, "Tentative Specification for High
Strength Low Alloy Structural Steel"

.

(3) ASTM A245, "Standard Specification for Flat-RolLed
Carbon Steel Sheets of Structural Quality"

.

(4) ASTM A283, "Standard Specification for Lov and
Inteimediate Tensile Strength Carbon Steel Plates
of Structural Qiiality (Plate 2 inches and under
in thickness)"

.

(5) ASTM AkhO, "Tentative Specification for High-
Strength Structural Steel"

.

(6) ASTIvI AMi-1, "Tentative Specification for High-
Strength Low Alloy Structural Manganese Vanadi\im
Steel"

.

c. High strength carbon steel sheets referred to by their

manufacturers and fabricators as well casing steel. At present, there are

no standard specifications concerning this material. However, the major

steel producers market products whose chemical and physical properties are

quite similar. Each sheet of material shall contain mill marking which will

identify the maniifacturer and specify that the material is well casing steel

which complies with the chemical and physical properties published by the

manufacturer

.

d. The thickness of steel used for well casing shall be

selected in accordance with good design practice as applied to conditions

encountered in the area where the well is located. However, the thick-

nesses selected shall not be less than those set forth in the following table:
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RECOMMENDED MINIMUM THICKNESSES
for

STEEL WELL CASING*
(single casing)

Diameter (inches)

6
8
10
12
llv

16
18
20
22
2k
30

Thickness (inches)

0.1046
0.1046
0.1046
0.1345
0.1345
0.1644
0.1644
0.1644
0.2500
0.2500
0.2500

(12 gage)

(12 gage)

(12 gage)

(10 gage)
(10 gage)

( 8 gage)

( 8 gage)

( 8 gage)

Selection of casing depends on its ability to resist external forces
as well as factors aiffecting the casing serviceability. The maximum
theoretical external pressure under which a jiartici^Lar well casing of
a specific diameter and thickness will collapse can be calculated.
However, other considerations such as the effect of driving the casing
into place or other impact forces which may have an effect on the ability
of a particular casing to resist external pressures, cannot be calculated
with accviracy. Good design practice precludes the selection of a
casing of a particular thickness for use where it will experience
external pressures approaching the maximum or where unknovm forces might
magnify the effect of the external forces. Instead it is customary
for designers to introduce factors of safety which tend to insvire that
the casing selected will resist all probable forces imposed upon it.

Consequently, experience and sound judgment, coupled with these
factors of safety, have so far proved to be the best guide in selecting
the proper casing. Siiggested thicknesses for steel casing for various
depths and diameters are to be found in material published by the
various steel manufacturers and fabricators and in "Recommended
Standards for Preparation of Water Well Constmiction Specifications",
a publication of the Associated Drilling Contractors of the State
of California. The suggested thicknesses contained in such pub3-ications

are not to be considered a part of these standards.
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3. Other materials*, except as listed in No. k below, may

be used as casing for water wells, subject to the approval of the enforcing

agency.

Concrete pipe should conform to the following specifications,

including the latest revision thereof:**

(a) ASTM Clii-, "Standard Specifications for Ckjncrete
Sewer, Storm Drain, and Culvert Pipe"

.

(b) ASTM C76, "Tentative Specifications for
Reinforced Concrete C\ilvert, Storm Drain,
and Sewer Pipe"

.

(c) AWWA C3OO, "AWWA Standard for Reinforced
Concrete Water Pipe-Steel Cylinder Type,
Not Prestressed"

.

(d) AWWA C3OI, "AWWA Standard for Reinforced
Concrete Water Pipe-Steel Cylinder Type,
Prestressed"

.

h. Galvanized sheet metal pipe ("downspout"), or natural

wood shall not be used as casing.

B. Installation of Casing . All casing shall be placed with

sufficient care to avoid damage to casing sections and joints. Where casing

is driven, (as is generally the case when the cable tool method of construction

is used), the casing shall be equipped with a drive shoe at the lower end.

All joints in the casing above perforations or screens shall be watertight.

The uppermost perforations shall be at least below the depth specified in

Section 9, Part A, "Depth of Seal".

* Such as stainless steel, wroiight iron, asbestos cement pipe, plastic pipe,

fiber-glass pipe and synthetic woods, all of which have been successfully
employed as casing in California or elsewhere. Their present use has

been limited to special cases. Specifications for most of these
materials are published by either ASTM or AWWA.

** ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials.
AWWA - American Water Works Association.
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Section 13. Sealing-off Strata .*

In areas where a well penetrates more than one aq\iifer and any of

the aquifers contain water of a quality such that, if allowed to mix in

sufficient quantity, will result in a significant deterioration of the quality

of water in the other aqTaifer(s) or the quality of water produced, the strata

producing such water shall be sealed off to prevent entrance of the vra.ter

into the well or its migration to other aquifer( s )

.

A. The producing strata shall be sealed off by placing impervious

material opposite the strata and opposite the confining formations for a

sufficient vertical distance (but no less than 10 feet) in either direction,

or, in the case of "bottom" waters, in the upward direction. Svifficient

sealing material shall be applied to fill the ajinular space between the

casing and the wall of the drilled hole in the interval to be sealed, and

to fill the voids which might absorb the sealing material. The sealing

material shall be placed from the bottom to the top of the intei-val to be

sealed.

B. Sealing material shall consist of neat cement, cement grout,

or other suitable impervious material. (See Section 9^ Part D)

.

C. Sealing shall be accomplished by a method approved by the

enforcing agency.*

Section 1^. V/ell Development.

Developing, redeveloping, or conditioning of a well shall be done

with care and by methods which will not cause damage to the vrell or cause

adverse subsurface conditions that may destroy barriers to the vertical

movement of water between aquifers

.

Suggested methods for sealing-off strata are presented in Appendix F.
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The following methods used in developing, redeveloping, or

conditioning a well when done with care are acceptable; (a) overpvunping,

(b) surging by use of a plunger or compressed air, (c) backwashing or

surging by alternately starting and stopping the pvmp, pouring water in

the vrell or jetting with v/ater, (d) introduction of chemicals designed

for this purpose, and (e) a combination of the above.

Methods which produce an explosion are not prohibited; however,

they should be used with care particxilarly where tivo or more distinct

aquifers have been penetrated.

\Vhere chemicals or explosives have been used, the well shall be

pumped until all trace of these agents has been removed.

Section 1^. Water Quality Sampling. *

The requirements to be followed \<rith respect to water quality

sampling are:

A. Commvuiity Water Supply Vfells and Certain Industrial Wells .

The water from all community \/ater supply wells and industrial wells which

provide water for use in food processing shall be sampled immediately

following development and disinfection, and appropriate analysis shall be

made. Approval of the enforcing agency must be obtained before the well

is put into use.

1. Sample Tap. Except where there is free discharge from

the pump (that is, there is no direct connection to the water delivery system);

a sample tap shall be provided on this discharge line so that water

representative of the water in the well may be dravm for laboratory analysis.

The collection of water quality samples is described in Appendix G.
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2. Laboratory Analysis. The appropriate analysis shall be

perfonned by a laboratoiy certified by the California Department of

Public Health. A copy of the laboratory analysis shall be forwarded to the

California Department of Public Health or to the Local Health Department.

3. Bacterial Quality. Where the water is to be used for

domestic purposes, samples shall be collected for bacteriological analysis

(presence of coliform organism) after all traces of development and

disinfectant chemicals have been removed from the well.

h. Chemical (Mineral) Quality. Where the water is to be

\ised for domestic purposes or for food processing, samples shall be

collected for chemical ajialysis.

B. Other Types of Wells . To determine the quality of ground water

which will be available from the well and its suitability for intended vises,

the water in all wells shovild be sampled immediately following construction

and development, and appropriate analyses based upon the intended uses should

be made. Where the water is to be \ised for domestic purposes, samples

should be collected for bacteriological analysis (presence of colifonn organism)

ai^er all traces of development or disinfectant chemicals have been removed

from the well. Determination of the mineral quality of the water produced

by the well is desirable from the standpoint of all uses.

Section I6. Special Provisions for Large Diameter Shallow V/ells .

A. Use as Community Water Supply Wells . The use of bored or

dug wells, or wells less than 50 feet deep, to provide commionity water

supplies shall be avoided unless there is no other feasible means for

obtaining water. When used for this purpose, these wells shall be located

at least 25O feet from any undergroxind sewage disposal facility.
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B. Bored Wells . All bored wells shall be cased with concrete

pipe or steel casing whose joints are watertight fron 6 inches above surface

to the depths specified in Section S, Part A. The space between the wall

of the hole and the casing shall be filled witn concrete to the depths

specified in Section ^, Part A. The minimum thickness of the surrounding

concrete seal shall be 3 inches

.

C. Dug l-fells . All dug wells shall be "curbed" mth a watertight

curbing extending from the surface to the depths specified in Section S,

Part A. The curbing shall be of concrete poured-in-place or of casing

(either precast concrete pipe or steel) surixDunded on the outside by concrete.

If the curbing is to be made of concrete, poured-in-place, it

shall not be less than six inches thick. If precast concrete pipe or steel

casing is used as part of the curbing, the space between the -vra-ll of the

hole and the casing shall be filled \n.th concrete to the depths specified

in Section 9, Part A. The minimum thickness of the surrounding concrete

shall be four inches

.

D. Casing Material . Either steel or concrete may be used for

casing bored or dug wells

.

1. Steel used in the manufacture of casing for bored and

dug wells should conform to the specifications for casing material described

in Section 10. Mnimum thickness of steel casing for dug wells shall be

in accordance v/ith the follo^^ng table:

ICNIMUM THICKTIESS OF STEEL
CASING FOR BORED AIID DUG iVELLS

Diameter, U. S. standard gage
in inches or plate thickness

l8 8 gage
2hr l/k inch

30 l/k inch
36 1/^ inch
k2 l/U inch
i|^ l/k inch
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2. Concrete casing can consist of either poiired-in-place

concrete or precast concrete pipe. Poured-in-place concrete should be

svifficiently strong to vdthstemd the earth and water pressures imposed on

it. It should be properly reinforced with steel to f\imish tensile strength

and to resist cracking, and it should be free from honeycombing or other

defects likely to impair the ability of the concrete structure to remain

watertight. Aggregate small enoiJgh to ins-ure proper placement without

"bridging" should be used.

Precast concrete pipe is usually composed of concrete rings

from 1 to 6 feet in diameter ajid approximately 3 to 8 feet long. To serve

satisfactorily as casing, these rings should be free of any blemishes that

would impair their strength or serviceability. In the portion of the well

that is to be sealed (see paragraphs B and C of this section), the joints

shall be made watertight. Concrete pipe shall conform to the specifications

listed in Section 12, Part A, item 3«

E. Covers , All bored and dvig wells shall be provided with a

structurally sound, watertight, cover made of concrete or steel.

Section 17. Special Provisions for Driven Wells .

A. If the well is to be -used as an individual domestic well, aji

oversize hole with a diameter at least three inches greater than the diameter

of the pipe shall be constructed to a depth of six feet and the annular

space around the pipe shall be filled with neat cement, cement gixjut, or a

bentonlte mud.

B. The minimum wall thickness of steel drive pipe shall be not

less than 0.140 inches.
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Section l8. Repair or Deepening of Wells .

A. All casing used in the deepening or repair of wells shall

meet the requirements of Section 12, "Casing", of these provisions.

B. If the old casing is removed, the well shall be recased

and sealed in accordance with the reqviirements of Section 9> Part A.

Section 19 . Temporary Cover .

Whenever there is an interruption in work on the well such as

overnight shutdo^vn, dviring inclement weather, or waiting periods reqviired

for the setting up of sealing materials, for tests, for installation of the

pump, etc., the well opening shall be closed with a cover to prevent the

introduction of vindesirable material into the well and to insure the public

safety

.

During interruptions of one week or more, a semipermanent cover

shall be installed. For wells cased with steel, a steel cover, tack-welded

to the top of the casing, is adequate.

Part III. Destruction of Wells

Section 20. Purpose of Destruction .

Proper destruction of a we3J. that is no longer useful serves two

main purposes:

1. To assure that the ground vra.ter supply is protected and

preserved for further use.

2. To eliminate the potential physical hazard that exists.
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Section 21. Definition of "Abandoned" V/ell .

A well is considered "abandoned" when it has not been used for a

period of one year, iinless the O'lvner declares his intention to use the well

again for supplying water or other associated purpose* (such as an

observation well or injection well). As evidence of his intentions for

continued use, the owner shall properly maintain the well in such a way that:

1. The well has no defects which will facilitate the

impairment of quality of water in the well or in the

water-bearing formations penetrated.

2. The well is covered with an appropriate locked cap.

3. The well is marked so that it can be clearly seen.

k. The area surrounding the well is kept clear of brush

or debris

.

If the pxfflip has been removed for repair or replacement, the well

shall not be considered "abandoned", provided that evidence of repair can

be shown. During the repair period, the well shall be adequately covered

to prevent injury to people and to prevent the entrance of undesirable

water or foreign matter.

Observation wells used in the investigation or management of ground

water basins by governmental agencies or other appropriate engineering or

research organizations are not considered "abandoned" so long as they are

maintained for this purpose. However, such wells shall be covered with

Although it shovild be obvious, the reader is reminded that em "abandoned"

well should never be used for the disposal of trash, garbage, sewage
(except where sewage is reclaimed for recharging the ground water basin,

and then only in accordance with the provisions of Section kh^Q of the

California Health and Safety Code), etc.
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an appropriate cap, bearing the label, "Observation WeU.", and the name of

the agency or organization, and preferably shall be locked when measurements

are not being made. V/hen these wells are no longer used for this purpose or

for supplying water, they shall be considered "abandoned"

.

Section 22. General Requirement .

All "abandoned" wells shall be destroyed in such a \ra.y that they

will not produce water or act as a channel for the interchange of waters,

when such interchange will result in significant deterioration of the quality

of water in any or all water-bearing formations penetrated, or present a

hazard to the safety and well being of people and of animals.

Destruction of a well shall consist of the complete filling of

the well in accordance with the procedures described in Section 23 (following).

Section 23. Requirements for Destroying Wells .

A, Objective . The objective of the requirements described in

this section is to restore as nearly as possible those subsurface conditions

which existed before the well was constructed taking into account also

changes, if any, which have occurred since the time of construction. (For

example, an aquifer which may have produced good quality water at one time

but which now produces water of inferior q\iality, such as a coastal aquifer

that has been invaded by seawater.)

B. Preliminary Work . Before the hole is fi]J.ed, the well shall

be investigated to determine its condition, details of construction, and

whether there are obstructions that will interfere with the process of

filling and sealing.
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1. If there are any obstructions, they shall be removed,

if possible, by cleaning out the hole or by redrilling.

2. Vftiere necessary, to insure that sealing material fills

not only the well casing but also amy annular space or nearby voids, the

casing should be perforated or otherwise punctured.

3. In drilled wells, it may be necessary or desirable to

remove some of the casing. However, in some cases this can be done only as

the well is filled. In dug wells, as much of the lining as possible should

be removed prior to filling.

C. Filling and Sealing Conditions . Following are requirements

to be observed when certain conditions are encountered:

1. Well wholly situated in unconsolidated material in an

unconfined ground water zone. If zhe ground water supplies are within 50

feet of the surface, the upper 20 feet shall be sealed with impervious

material amd the remainder of the well shall be filled with clay, sand,

or other suitable inorganic material.

2. Well penetrating several aquifers or foimations. In

all cases the upper 20 feet of the well shall be sealed with impervious

material.

In areas where the interchange of water between aquifers

will res-ult in a significant deterioration of the quality of water in one

or more aqviifers, or will result in a loss of artesian pressure, the well

shall be filled and sealed so as to prevent such interchange. Sand or

other suitable inorganic material may be placed opposite the producing

aquifers (or formations) and other formations where impervious sealing

material is not required. Impervious material must be placed opposite
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confining formations for a sufficient vertical distance (but in no case

less than 10 feet ) in either direction to prevent the vertical movement

of water from the producing formation. The formation producing the dele-

terious water shall be sealed by placing impervious material opposite the

formation, and opposite the confining formations for a sufficient vertical

distcince (but no less than 10 feet ) in either direction, or, in the case

of "bottom" waters, in the upward direction.*

In locations where interchange is in no way detrimental, suitable

inorgamic material may be placed opposite the formations penetrated.

When the boundaries of the various formations are lonknown, alternate layers

of impervious and pervious material shall be placed in the well.

3. Well penetrating cre-vlced or fractured rock. If creviced

or fractured rock formations are encountered just below the siirface, the

portions of the well opixssite this formation sha3J. be sealed with neat cement,

cement grout, or concrete. If these formations extend to considerable depth.

Determining the significance of interchajige of waters whose qualities
vary and of the loss of artesiem pressures, requires extensive
knowledge of the grovmd \ra.ter basin in question. The Department of
Water Resources has over the years, and frequently in cooperation with
agencies such as the United States Geological Survey, undertaken
a number of ground water studies aind amassed considerable information
and data about the subject. Although much is known about the State's
gro\and water supplies, detailed studies sufficiently acc\irate to
define interchange problems have been made only in certain areas

.

In still other areas, there is only partial definition of the problem.
Example of areas where definition has been made are the coastal plain
of Los Angeles County and the eastern part of the Santa Clara Valley
in Alameda County. Recommendations for water well standards for these
areas have been published by the Department. (Alameda County Biilletin
No. 7^-2; Central, Hollywood, and Santa Monica Basins, Los Angeles
County, Bulletin No. 7h-k; ajid West Coast Basin, Los Angeles County,
Bulletin No. IO7) . An excellent example of a "bottom" water is the
saline connate water underlying the Central Valley at varying depths.
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alternate layers of coarse stone* and cement grout or concrete may be used

to fill the well. Fine grained material shall not be used as fill material

for creviced or fractured rock formations.

k. Well in noncreviced, consolidated formation. The upper 20

feet of a well in a noncrevlced, consolidated formation shall be filled

with impervious material. The remainder of the well may be filled with

clay or other suitable inorganic material.

5. Well penetrating specific aq\iifers, local conditions.

Under certain local conditions, the enforcing agency may require that

specific aquifers or formations be sealed off during destruction of the well.

D. Placement of Material . The following requirements shall be

observed in placing fill or sealing material in wells to be destroyed:

1. The well shall be filled with the appropriate material

(as described in item E of this section) from the bottom of the well up.

2. V/here neat cement, cement grout, or concrete is used,

it shall be poured in one continuous operation.

3. Sealing material sliall be placed in the interval or

intervals to be sealed by methods that prevent free fall, dilution, and/or

separation of aggregates from cementing materials.

k. "Where the head (pressure) producing flow is great,

special care and special methods must be used to restrict the flow while

placing the sealing material. In such cases, the casing must be perforated

opposite the area to be sealed and the sealing material forced out under

pressure into the surrounding formation.

5. In destroying gravel-packed wells, the casing shall be

The limiting dimensions of coarse stone are usually considered to

range between -^ and 3 inches

.
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perforated or otherwise punctured opjposite the area to be sealed. The

sealing material shall then be placed within the casing, completely filling

the portion adjacent to the area to be sealed and then forced out under

pressure into the gravel envelope.

6. I'/hen pressvire is applied to force sealing material

into the anniilar space, the pressure shall be maintained for a length of

time sufficient for the cementing mixture to set.

7. To assure that the well is filled and that there has been

no Jamming or "bridging" of the material, verification shall be made that

the volume of material placed in the well installation at least eq\ials the

volume of the empty hole.

E. Materials . Requirements for sealing ajid fill materials are

as follows

:

1. Impervious Sealing Materials. No material is completely

impervious. However, sealing materials shall have such a low permeability

that the volume of water passing through them is of small consequence.

Sioitable materials include neat cement, cement grout, concrete,

bentonite clays (muds), silt and clays, well-proportioned mixes of silts,

sands, and clays (or cement), and native soils nnd natural material that

have a coefficient of permeability of less than 100 feet per year.* Used

drilling muds are not acceptable.

A neat cement mixture shall be composed of one bag of Portland

Cement to 5 to 7 gallons of clean water. Cement grout shall be composed of

not more than two parts of .^-^nd and one part of cement (per bag of cement)

to 5 "to 7 gallons of clean water. Concrete used shall be "Class A" (6 sacks

Examples of materials of this type are: very fine sand with a large
percentage of silt or clay, inorganic silts, mixtures of silt and
clay, and clay« Native materials should not be used when the sealing
operation Involves the use of pressure.
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of Portland Cement per cubic yard) or "Class B" (5 sacks per cubic yard).

2. Fill Material. Many materials are suitable for use as

a filler in destroying wells. These include clay, silt, sand, gravel,

crushed stone, native soils, mixtures of the aforementioned types, and those

described in the preceding paragraph. Material containing organic matter

shall not be used.

F. Additional Requirements for V/ells in Urban Areas . In incorpo-

rated areas or unincorporated areas developed for mioltiple habitation, to

make further use of the well site, the following additional requirements

must be met:

1. A hole shall be excavated around the well casing to a

depth of six feet below the ground surface and the well casing removed to

within six inches of the bottom of the excavation.

2. The sealing material used for the upper portion of the

well shall be allowed to spill over into the excavation to form a cap at

least one foot thick.

3. After the we3J. has been properly filled, including

svifficient time for sealing material in the excavation to set, the ex-

cavation shall be filled with native soil.

G. Temporary Cover . Dviring periods when no work is being done

on the well, such as overnight or while waiting for sealing material to

set, the well and surrovinding excavation, if any, shall be covered. The

cover shall be sxofficiently strong and well eno\:igh anchored to prevent the

introduction of foreign material into the well and to protect the public

from a potentially hazardous situa.tion.
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APPENDIX G

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR
DISINFECTING VELLS

The procedure described in this appendix, is satisfactory for

disinfecting a well; however, other methods may be used provided it can be

demonstrated that they will yield canparable results,

1. The proper amount of chlorine solution, such that the con-

centration of chlorine in the well water shall be at least 50 parts per

million (ppm) available chlorine, is added to the well. Table 5 lists

quantities of various chlorine conpovinds required to dose 100 feet of water-

filled casing at 50 ppm for diameters ranging from 2 to 2k inches.

2. The pump column or drop pipe shaUbe washed with the chlorine

solution as it is lowered into the well.

3. After it has been placed into position, the pump shall be

operated so as to thoroughly mix the disinfectant with the water in the well.

Pump until the water discharged has the odor of chlorine. Repeat this pro-

cedure several times at one-hour inteirvals.

k. The well shall be allowed to stand without pumping for 2k hours,

5. The water shall then be pumped to waste until the odor or taste

of chlorine is no longer detectable.

6. A bacteriological sample shall be taken and submitted to a

laboratory for examination (See Appendix G).

7. If the laboratory analysis shows the water is not safe to use,

the disinfection procedure should be repeated until the tests show the water

is safe to use.
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APPSNDIX H

SUaGSSTED K5THCD3 FOrt SSALING Td£ UPPER PORTION
OF THE ANNULAR SPACE AND FOR SEALING OFF STRATA

Following are listed several methods for sealing the upper portion

of the annular space (the "sanitary seal") and for sealing off strata con-

taining undesirable water. They are suggested methods only and are not a

part of the standards for well construction presented in this report. There

are, of course, other methods and variations to the methods described herein.

General

1

.

i\^o drilling operations or other associated work in the well

shoiJ-d be conducted for at least 12 hovirs, (some prefer 2k to 72 hours), after

sealing operations have been completed.

2. Before installing or reinstalling the pump assembly, the well

casing should be inspected and cleaned out if necessary.

3. Grout used in sealing should consist of one part of cement to

five to six gallons of water (neat cement grout) per sack of cement or one

or two parts of sand to one part of cement, and from five to seven gallons

of water per sack of cement. Meat cement (cement and water only) is preferred

over other grouts, as it eliminates the possibility of separation of sand and

cement during placement. Additives, such as hydrated lime (up to 10 percent

of the volume of cement) and bentonite (up to 5 percent) may be used.

Sealing the Uooer Portion of the Annular Space

The following methods can be used to seal the upper portion of the

annular space. The first method is the method most often used and appears to

be the most successful.
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Groutin,J Pipe Kethod . In this method, a seal is placed in the

annular space from the bottom up through a grout pipe (similar to a tremie)

suspended in the annular space.

1 . Drill the hole large enough to accommodate the grout, pipe (at

least four inches greater in diameter than the diameter of the casing).

2. In caving formations install a conductor pipe.

3. Provide a (?:rout retainer in the annular space below the

interval to be sealed.

^. jixtend the grouting pipe down the annular space between the

casing and the wall or conductor pipe to the bottom of the interval to be

sealed just above the retainer.

5. Add grout in one continuous operation, beginning at the bottom

of the interval to be sealed at the same time pulling out the conductor pipe

(if one is used). The grouting pipe should remain submerged in the sealing

material during the entire time it is being placed.

If the annular space is restricted, it may be necessary to jet the

grout pipe to the required depth. i,!uite frequently when a conductor casing

is used, it is left in place, /ihere the annular space between the hole and

the conductor casing and the conductor casing and inner casing are to be

sealed, a common procedure is to place a five foot depth of grout into tne

hole, drive the conductor into the girout about one-half way, and pump grout

into tne ennila.." o£jf:.ce outcide the conductor causing. Finally, upon in-

stallation of the inner casing, the annular space between the two casinss

is filled with grout.

Pre_ssure__Cap__Kethpd. in the pressure cap metnod, the grout is

placed in the oottom of the hole through a grout pipe set inside the casing.

1 . The casing or other inner pipe is suspended about two feet above

the Dottom of the drilled hole and filled with water.
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2. A pressure cap is placed over the casing and grout pipe

extended through the cap and casing to the bottom of the hole.

'). The grout is forced through the pipe, up into the annular

space around the outside of the casing, to the ground surface.

4. When the grout has set, the plug formed during grouting is

removed and drilling of the rest of the well is continued.

Lhimp ijailer he thod . in the dump bailer method, the grouting is

done with the hole drilled only slightly below the bottom of the casing and

drilling is completed after the grout is in place and set.

1

.

ihough impervious grout is placed in the casing to fill tne

lower 20 to ^0 feet of the hole by lowering a bailer filled with grout into

the casing and opening the bottom valve which dumps the load of grout at the

desired level.

2. rhe casing is raised 20 to ^0 feet with the bottom of the casing

remaining in the grout.

3. Ihe casing is filled with water and capped, and the water-filled

casing is then lowered to the bottom of the hole. This action should force

the grout up the annular space between the casing and the drilled hole. The

casing must remain capped until the grout is set. If it is anticipated that

there will be difficulty in maneuvering the capped, water-filled casing, water

can be put in on top of the grout without lifting the casing. Continue to add

water to the casing until a quantity equal to the volume of grout has Deen put

in. This should force most of the grout out of the lower end of the casing.

4. when the grout is set, drill through the hardened cement in the

lower end of the casing and continue drilling the well.
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5ealing-off Strata

The following methods can be used in sealing-off strata or zones.

The Pressure-Grouting Method . This method can be employed where an

annular space exists between the well casing and the wall of the drilled nole.

1 . Perforate the casing opposite the interval to be sealed.

2. Place a packer or other sealing device in the casing below the

bottom of the perforated interval.

3. Place grout in the casing opposite the interval to be sealed by-

means of a dump bailer or grout pipe.

k. Place a packer or other sealing device in the casing above the

perforations

.

5. Apply pressure to the top packer to force the grout through the

perforations into the interval to be sealed.

6. Maintain pressure until the material has set.

7. Drill out the packer and other material remaining in the well.

Frequently an assembly consisting of inflatable (balloon) packers

and grout pipe is used. The packers are placed so as to enclose the interval

to be sealed, they are inflated and the grout pumped down the hose (which

passes through the upper packer) into interval to be sealed. Water is then

pvmped into the interval, squeezing the grout through the perforations. When

the grout is sufficiently nardened the packers are deflated and removed.

Liner Method. Where an annular space does not exist between the

well casing and the wall of the drilled hole, the liner method can be employed.

1

.

Place a smaller diameter metal liner (about two inches less in

diameter) inside the casing opposite the perforated interval to be sealed,

and extend it at least 10 feet above and below the perforated interval.

2. Provide a grout retaining seal at the bottom of the annular

space between the liner and the well casing.
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3. iictend the grouting pipe to the top of the opening between

the liner and casing or connect it to the inside of the liner at the bottom

via a tee (or other device), and fill the annular space between the well

casing and the liner with grout in one continuous operation.

^. The grouting pipe should remain submerged in the sealing

material during the entire time it is being placed.
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APPEITOIX I
COLLECTION OF WATER QUALITY SAMPLES

Bacterial Sampling

Sampling of community water supply wells, is covered "by

reqviirements of the State Board of Health and the local health department.

For individual domestic wells, technical assistance or advice regarding the

collection of bacteriological samples may be obtained from the local health

department or from the laboratory that will examine the sample.

If no technical assistance is available, the following procedure

will suffice: A sterile sample bottle, preferably one provided by the

laboratory that v/ill make the determination, must be used. It is extremely

important that nothing except the water to be analyzed come in contact

with the inside of the bottle or the cap; the -t-rater must not be allowed

to flow over an object or over the hands while the bottle is being filled.

Do not rinse the sample bottle. The sample shoxild be delivered to the

laboratory as soon as possible and in no case more than 2k hours after its

collection. During delivery, the sample should be kept as cool as possible

(but not frozen).

Chemical (Mineral) Sampling

Generally, a routine mineral analyses (determination of the

concentrations of the common minerals) will sviffice, parti ciilarly where

there is no prior knowledge of the chemical qixality of the water in the

area where the well is located. I'/here quality conditions in the surrounding

area are known, a more selective analysis may be made. For certain uses it

may also be desirable to make analysis for concentrations of the heavy metals

(such as iron and manganese in the case of domestic water) or other constit-

uents not routinely determined. Information or advice on chemical quality
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conditions may be obtained from local agencies such as the county farm

advisor's office, health department, and water service agency (irrigation

or water district, for example).

The sample should be collected after the well has been pumped

long enough to remove standing water and development and disinfectant

chemicals, and to insure that water frcim the producing foiTnation( s

)

has entered the well. The water sample should be obtained in a chemically

clean container preferably one obtained from the laboratory which has been

selected to perfona the analysis. The container shoiild be rinsed several

times with the water to be sampled prior to collecting the sample. The

laboratory perfonning the analysis shoiild issue instructions regarding the

quantity of sample required. However, one-half gallon is \isually sufficient

for a routine mineral analysis; one gallon when analysis for heavy metals

is also required.
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iI»Tt Of C*l"OtNI»

THE RESOUSCES AGENC*

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

NORIHERN DISTBICI



PLATE 2



''Q'"

\'i°h °\

[''a'fi'.

ALLUVIUM; UNCONSOLIDATED GRAVEL AND SAND,
WITH MINOR SILT AND CLAY MODERATELY TO
HIGHLY PERMEABLE.
TERRACES

, UNCONSOLIDATED CLAY, SILT, SAND AND
GRAVEL. MODERATELY PERMEABLE PERCHED WATER
ABOVE ZONE OF SATURATION OFTEN PRESENT

RED BLUFF FORMATION; POORLY SORTED GRAVEL IN
SANDY CLAY MATRIX. MODERATELY PERMEABLE
PERCHED WATER ABOVE ZONE OF SATURATION.'

BASALT FLOWS; SLIGHTLY WEATHERED, JOINTED AND
VESICULAR. MODERATELY TO HIGHLY PERMEABLE.

MASSIVE TUFF-BRECCIA FLOWS SEPARATED BY THIN
SANDY GRAVEL BEDS. LOW PERMEABILITY.

BEDS OF VOLCANIC SANDS AND GRAVELS
INTERBEDDED WITH TUFF BRECCIA; MODERATELY TO
HIGHLY PERMEABLE.

CRETACEOUS

Y///\ ^^^ WATERBEARING AREA. ROCK OF VOLCANIC
'^^^ ^ ORIGIN, YIELDS LITTLE OR NO WATER TO WELLS

VJJ^JTi MARINE SEDIMENTARY ROCKS OF INTERBEDDED SHALE
'r-'

'
'fl AND SANDSTONE, CONTAINS CONNATE MARINE WATERS.

SYMBOLS
^^ '— GEOLOGIC CONTACT

-.. FAULT; DOTTED WHERE CONCEALED.

THE BfSOUBCES AGENCY

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
NORTHERN DISTRICT

WELL STANDARDS
SHASTA COUNTY

GEOLOGY OF THE
REDDING BASIN

1968

SCALE OF MILES



QUATE RNARY

I

,Qql||
I

ALLUVIUM; UNCONSOLIDATED GRAVEL, SAND, SILT AND CLAY.
MODERATELY PERMEABLE. INCLUDES GLACIAL GRAVELS

.Qloyl BASALT FLOWS, VESICULAR BLOCKY AND JOINTED, QUATERNARY
PYROCLASTICS INCLUDED. HIGHLY PERMEABLE

;'6pb-M BASALT FLOWS, SLIGHTLY WEATHERED, JOINTED AND VESICULAR
-^

MODERATELY TO HIGHLY PERMEABLE

QP' 1
PARTLY CONSOLIDATED SAND, SILT CLAY, VOLCANIC ASH AND
DIATOMITE.LAKE SEDIMENTS SLIGHTLY TO MODERATELY PERMEABLE.

TERTIARY

:. Tps' 'J
DIATOMACEOUS LAKE SEDIMENTS WITH SAND AND GRAVEL

-J VERY SLIGHTLY PERMEABLE TO MODERATELY PERMEABLE
WHERE SANDY AND GRAVELLY.

1 ,^ jsheate

<f LOCATION OF
PLATE 4

zzzz

GEOLOGIC CONTACT

FAULT; DOTTED WHERE CONCEALED

NON-WATERBEARING AREA

ROCK OF VOLCANIC ORIGIN, YIELDS
LITTLE OR NO WATER TO WELLS

tMI «eSOUBCES AGINCT

OEPABTMENI OF WATER KESOUSCES

NO»tMEtN DISmCT

WELL STANDARDS
SHASTA COUNTY

GEOLOGY OF EASTERN
SHASTA COUNTY

1968

SCALE OF MILES



NSKIP
HILL o Xj^

LEGEND

IV'Kc '^/i
CHICO FORMATION; CRETACEOUS, MARINE SEDIMENTARY ROCKS CONTAINING'""^/^ SALINE CONNATE WATER (SURFACE EXPOSURES, HERO DEPTH

)

^- LINE OF EQUAL DEPTH TO CHICO FORMATION (APPROXIMATE, AS DETERMINED
BY AVAILABLE DATA)

PROBABLE PROJECTION OF LINE OF EOUAL DEPTH.

100-FOOT CONTROL INTERVAL

WELL STANDARDS
SHASTA COUNTY

APPROXIMATE DEPTHS TO
CHICO FORMATION IN THE

REDDING BASIN
1968

SCALE OF MILES
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